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WHAT IS YOUTH?
Youth is not a time of life, it is a state of mind. It is not a
matter of ripe cheeks, red lips, supple knees; it is a temper of the
will, a quality of the imagination, a vigor of the emotions; it is a
freshness of the deep springs of life. Youth means a temperamental
predominance of courage over timidity, of the appetite of adventure
over the love of ease. This often exists in a man of fifty more than
a boy of twenty. Nobody grows old merely by living a number of years;
people grow old only by deserting their ideals. Years may wrinkle
the skin, but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul.
Worry, doubt, self-distrust, fear and despair, these are the long,
long years that bow the head and turn the growing spirit back to dust.
Whether seventy or seventeen there is in every being's heart the love
of wonder, the sweet amazement of the stars and starlight things and
thoughts, the undaunted challenge of events, the unfailing child-like
appetite for v\^at is next, and the joy and the game of life.
You are as young as your faith, as old as your doubt; as young as
your self-confidence, as old as your fear; as young as your hope, as
old as your despair.
In the central place of your heart there is a sensitve station.
So long as it receives messages of beauty, hope, cheer, grandeur,
courage and power from the earth, from men and from the Infinite,
so long are you young.
Author Unknown
Cover: A photo by Dot Arlin of a hooked rug made by Pauline
Swain. This picture will bring back maiiories of a bygone era
for many Harrington residents. Elmer Wiggin was the Station
Agent for 50 years. The Harrington station stood approximately
vvtiere Knights Garage is now.
Memo To The Town Government:
1982 was a year of many drastic changes in Harrington.
Some of these changes are: two t^ bills a year, revaluation, purchase
and repair of Swain's Lake Dam, glass recycling, and final payment on
the Cotinunity Building.
l!he year brought two tax bills on real estate. This in itself provid-
ed the town with the necessary monies to operate. In 1981 we borrow-
ed over a million dollars, this year due to sani-annual billing and
outstanding performance by our Treasurer we managed to survive by
borrowing only three hundred thousand, this by itself is a significant
savings to the taxpayer..
The re-valuation of the town was corpleted for our annual bills. The
town increased in value fron 34 million to about 108 million. Some
were unhappy with the new valuations. The Selectmen feel the new values
are more equitable and in keeping with the market.
Early in 1982 the Swain's Lake Dam was acquired and during the Fall the
necessary repairs were made along with a fence for better safety. The
conpletion of this project not only insures the income frcm the lake
property but protects a valuable natural resource.
I would like to ccanmend all the Departments, Boards and Individuals for
an outstanding year. So many serve so long, and endeavor so hard for
the good of the town, many of which receive no monies for their efforts
our v^olehearted thanks to many tasks - well done .
The continued problem with the econcniy has not by-passed Barrington.
We have seen a marked increase in assistance to those unoniployed.
Looking down the road to 1983 we can only forecast more of the same.
We dedicate this town report to the elderly of the community. They are
the ones vAio can look back and mark the changes in Barrington. We hope
they can continue to tolerate all the changes and retain patience with
us all.
We thank the town government for their patience, understanding, and
trust. We shall continue to apply for, and do what we feel is best for
the town.
We wish you all a happy, healthy and safe 1983.
We are looking forward to seeing you and solicit your active participa-
tion not only in Town Meeting but also at the School District Meeting.
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2 COMKilTTEES AND BOARDS
For the year ending Deconber 31, 1982
SFrr.FrTMKN TERM EXPIRES
Charles F. Soule, Chairman 1983
Patricia R. Nevrfiall 1984
George T. Musler 1985
TOWN CLERK
Muriel T. Leocha 1985
TAX COLLECTOR
Judith W. Lee 1985
TREASURER


























George A. Calef Appointed
A. Harlan Calef Appointed
Russell Hayes Appointed
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R3AD AGENT TERM EXPIRES
Ronald D. Landry i^pointed
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HOURS AND TELEPHOTE NUMBERS
SELECTMEN
Oiarles F. Soule 664-7747
Patricia R. Nev>*iall 664-2816
George T. Musler 664-2877
TCWN OFFICE 664-9007
OFFICE OF SELECTMEN
Suzanne W. McNeil, Clerk
Lois E. Newhall, Clerk
Irene Calef , Bookkeeper
OFFICE OF SKr.FXZriMEN Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
8:00 am - 4:30 pm Closed Wednesday
OFFICE OF TAX COLLECTOR
Judith Lee Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Wednesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
Muriel Leocha Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
Friday 9 : 00 am - ' 1 : 00 pm
Wednesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
ROAD AGENT
RDnald D. Landry 332-0339
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Stephen Bergstrom 664-2121








(For fire permits, call 664-2815 or 664-5554)
DUMP HOURS
Summer Hours - starting June 19, 1983
Sunday 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Wednes. 11:00 am - 6:00 pm
Saturday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Winter Hours Wednesday 11:00 pm - 6:00 pm starting Sept. 21, 1983




TCWN MEETING MARCH 9 - 10, 1982
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Tcwn of Barrington in the
County of Strafford in said State, the following action was taken on
the Town Warrant. On Tuesday, the 9th day of March the polls were
opened at 10:00 A.M. and closed at 6:30 P.M. The Articles of Business
were acted upon on Wednesday, the 10th day of March 1982 at 7:00 P.M.
The meeting was called to order by Moderator Frederick N. Tinm at
7:00 P.M.
Number of eligible voters on check list: 2,025
Number of votes cast by regular ballot: 502
Number of votes cast by absentee ballot: 22
Moderator: Before we get to general business, Mr. Soule has a word to
say.
Mr. Soule: To open the meeting in a vein of light rather than sadness,
I have a small token of appreciation from the Selectmen for one of our
citizens in the Town v^o has donated veiry freely of his time and
efforts, Dick Botton. This is in appreciation to you, Dick—for your
efforts and untiring devotion in making our conputer system a success.
You've put in many, many hours and it's just a small token fran the
Selectmen to show their appreciation. Thank you Dick.
Mr. Bottom: Thank you very much.
Moderator: We also have one unknown benefactor who has made this beau-
tiful podium for us. We very much appreciate it because the other one
we had to beg, borrow or steal had no ledge on it and the papers kept
slipping off. This one — I can hang on to very easily.
ART. 1 It was voted by ballot by the Town on the following question:
Are you in favor of the adoption of the amendment to the zoning ord-
-inance as proposed by petition of the voters of this town.
Article 8:1 to read: Manufactured housing may be housed
in Mobile Heme Parks, Mobile Heme Subdivisions, and on individ-
ual lots anyvdiere in the district; this article to replace Art.
8:1&2
Article 8:2 replacing present Article 8:3. to read: Manufactured
housing located on individual lots. Mobile Hone Parks, and Mobile
Hone Subdivisions shall coitply with lot size, frontage require-
ments, space limitations, and other reasonable controls that
conventional housing must meet under the Zoning Ordinance.
Article 8:4 would thereby become Art. 8:3.
VOTES CAST: YES: 291 NO: 219 Article passed.
ART. 2 The following officers were elected:
Selectman for three years;
George T. Musler 473 votes
Auditor for three years:
Clarence J. Gamett 459 votes
Town Trustee of Trust Funds for three years:
Robert V. Drev 473 votes
Moderator for two years:
Frederick N. Tiram 489 votes
Supervisor of the Check List for three years:
Marjorie M. Timm 497 votes
Library Trustee for three years:
Dorothy B. Berry 490 votes
Tax Collector for three years:
Judith W. Lee 449 votes
Treasurer for three years:
Ronald P. Seaver 444 votes
Town Clerk for three years:
Muriel T. Leocha 476 votes
ART. 3 It was voted by ballot by the Town on the following question:
Shall we adopt the provisions of ESA 72:43f for the adjusted elderly
exatptions frcxn property tax?
These statutes provide for the following exemptions, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers; for a person 65 years
of age up to 75 years, $10,000; for a person 75 years of age up
to 80 years, $15,000; for a person 80 years of age or older,
$20,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire
resident for at least five years; own the real estate individ-
ually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse,
they must have been married for at least five years. In addition,
the taxpayer must have a net inccxtie of less than $10,000 or if
married, a combined net inccme of less than $12,000, and own net
assets of $30,000 or less, excluding the value of the person's
residence. If approved, this will take effect October 1, 1982.
VOTES CAST: YES: 466 NO: 59
ART. 4 It was voted by the Town to authorize the Selectmen to appoint
all other necessary town officers. Motion: G. Musler 2nd: J. French
ART. 5 Mrs. P. Newhall: I move that the Town accept the reports of
its officers and agents as written in the Town report with the follow-
ing exceptions: If everyone will turn to the pages as I read it you
can make the corrections in the Town report. Inside the cover we
regret the emission in the Chairman's manno to the Town government of
our sorrow at the passing of a dear friend. Hazel Rowell, who served
the Town for over twenty years as Tax Collector. On Page 3, the re-
moval of the naine John T. Macken from the Planning Board. On Page 5,
the blue insert, you need to eliminate contingency fund for conpactor,
$1,000.00 fron the first column; cross it out. On Page 6, the blue
insert, cross out $1,000.00 from the conpactor contingency fund from
the second column. The new totals on Page six for both 1981 columns
are $587,154.00 and $654,261.50.
It. was voted by the Town to accept the reports of its officers and
agents as contained in the Town Reports with the above exceptions as
mentioned above. Motion: P. Newhall 2nd: G. Musler
ART. 6 A motion was made by J. Olivier and seconded by R. Drew that
the Town make the following changes in the method of payment in
certain Town officers' salaries: (1) That the Town Treasurer be paid
on an hourly basis at the rate of $4.50 an hour through 1982; total
sum paid not to exceed $900.00, and (2) that the Town raise the Selecti-
men's salaries as follows: First Selectmen, $950.00, second Selectmarj,
$925.00, and third Selectman, $900.00. Motion carried.
ART. 7 A motion was made by C. Soule and seconded by P. Newhall thqt
the Town pass over Article 7 until the Town covers other articles in
the budget that contain money. Motion carried.
ART. 8 It was voted by the Town to authorize withdrawal from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for use as a set off against the follow-
ing debt service:
Purpose Principle Interest
Truck $ 5,166.67 $1,472.50
Ambulance 3,200.00 960.00
Computer 2,000.00 645.00
$10,366.67 $3,077.50 Total: $13, 444. 17
Motion: D. Hatch 2nd: R. Waldron Motion carried.
ART. 9 It was voted that the Town will appropriate $9,300.00 (nine
thousand three hundred dollars) for a police cruiser and radio and
authorize the withdrawal of this amount frcxn the Federal Revenue Shar-
ing Fund. MDtion: C. Soule 2nd J. Macken.
ART. 10 It was voted that the Town authorize the Selectmen to with-
draw from the Revenue Sharing Fund, the sum of $1,000.00 (one thousand
dollars) to be used to establish a contingency fund, to be used, with
interest, only for repairs to the Town's rubbish ccrapactor unit.
Motion: C. Soule 2nd: Pat Nev^all.
ART. 11 It was voted by a show of hands vote that the Town will
authorize the Selectmen to borrow in accordance with RSA 33:8 up to
the sum of $35,000 (thirty five thousand dollars) for the repair of
the Swain's Lake Dam. Motion: C. Soule 2nd: G. Musler.
VOTES CAST: YES: 149 NO: 11 Motion carried.
ART. 12 It was voted by the Town to appropriate $3,944.00 (three
thousand nine hundred and forty four dollars) for a ccmplete telephone
system in the Town Hall and annex and authorize the withdrawal of
this amount fran the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. Motion: P.
Nev^all 2nd: C. Soule.
ART. 13 To see what the Town will vote to raise and appropriate in
support of the Lakes Region Association for the purpose of publiciz-
ing and pronoting the natural advantages, as well as the preservation
of the natural resources of the Town, in cooperation with other towns
in the Lakes Region.
A motion was made by D. Stevenson and seconded by G. Musler that this
article be voted on as inexpedient to legislate. Motion carried.
ART. 14 To see if the Town will raise the sum of $2,500.00 (two
thousand five hundred dollars) for a study to locate underground water
supplies and sources throughout the Town of Harrington.
A motion was made by J. Barr and seconded by G. Musler that the Town
wait for detailed reports fron the Conservation Canmission and hold
action on this article next year. Motion carried.
ART. 15 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to grant,
renew, amend or rescind for cause, franchises for the installation and
operation of cable television systems in accordance with RSA 53-C; and
further to authorize the Selectmen to require the payment of reasonable
fees to the Town; and further to authorize the Selectmen to inpose
conditions upon the operation of said cable television franchises not
inconsistent with the rules and regulations of the Federal Comunica-
tions Ccjmdssion, as amended from time to time.
A motion was made by J. Olivier to amend the article to read as follows:
"That the citizenry be advised of the results of cable television
survey in Harrington and that further citizenry imput be sought by the
Selectitien before a franchise will be ultimately granted." 2nd: J.Kelley.
Mr. Musler: r4r. Moderator: If there is an underlying interest in hav-
ing the Selectmen negotiate a contract, to prevent us frcm being in an
untenable position, because of the law, could I reccnmend and I'll be
happliy in support of this under Article 27. If the individual v>*io
made the amendment would withdraw his amendment and under Article 27
offer a resolution that the Selectmen be required to — assuming
Article 15 is passed — that the Selectmen be required to hold at
least four (4) public hearings prior to issuance of any contract.
Mr. Olivier: I'll withdraw the amendment.
The Town voted to authorize the article as written in the warrant.
Motion R. Seaver. 2nd: P. Newhall.
ART. 16 It was voted that the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $250.00 for the support of the Newmarket Health Center. Motion:
G. Baxter. 2nd: P. Nev^iall.
ART. 17 It was voted that the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $800.00 for the support of "A Safe Place". Motion: P. Hayes.
2nd: PI Nev^*lall.
ART. 7 Mr. Soule: I'd like to move that this article be passed
with one consideration. I think as everyone knows, it's been an except-
ional winter and a rough winter. I think our road crew deserves a
hand of appreciation and I have talked with the Road Agent and hereby
formally request that we consider all other items by adding $10,000.00
to the Highway appropriation. On Page 5, on the blue insert, drop
down to about the third item on the highway, streets, and bridges.
There is a — asking for an appropriation of $173,755.00. I recommend
when you consider all other items not covered in the budget, we look
at this and raise it to $183,755.00. That would raise your total sum
of Page 6 by $10,000.00 too. Considering all articles in the warrant—you're on the bottcm line, on 1982 and the appropriation should be
$495,650.00. 2nd: G. Musler. Motion carried.
Art. 18 It was voted that the Town will authorize a discount
of 1% (one percent) to be made to those persons who shall pay their
property taxes on or before the date due. RSA 80:52. Motion: C. Soule
2nd: S. Haynes.
ART. 19 It was voted that the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to borrow in anticipation of taxes. Motion: G. Musler. 2nd: Douglas
Thompson
.
ART. 20 It was voted that the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town
Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other governmental unit or
any private source which becomes available during the fiscal year.
(Ref. RSA Chapter 31). Motion: P. Newhall. 2nd: D. Thompson.
ART. 21 To see if the Town will vote to elect by majority vote,
one manber for three years on the Advisory Budget Committee. A motion
was made by J. Olivier and seconded by S. Bergstrom to nominate
Walter Goossens for a three year term. No further ncminations were
received. Motion carried.
ART. 22 It was voted that the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to sell the following Town property as non-building lots at public
auction:
Long Shores Lot SI
6
Long Shores Lot SI
2
Long Shores Lot S17 Long Shores Lot S27
Long Shores Lot D66 Long Shores Lot R47
Long Shores Lot S21 Berry River Rd land between
Long Shores Lot 142 ( Berry River Rd) C64 & C47
Motion: D. Hatch. 2nd: J. Leary.
ART. 23 It was voted that the Town will abandon that section of
a road, known to some as the old Hansonville Rd., from its inter-
section with the Brewster Road to its intersection with Green Hill
Road. Motion: G. Musler. 2nd: P. Newhall.
ART. 24 It was voted that the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of items designated as surplus. Motion: P. Newhall
2nd: C. Soule.
ART. 25 It was voted that the Town to authorize the Selectmen to
convey to the Barrington School District for the sum of $1.00 (one
dollar) such real estate of the Town on the southly side of Province
Lane as is necessary to vest sole title in the Barrington School Dis-
trict for the Barrington Middle School, driveway and necessary appurt-
enant grounds. Motion: C. Soule. 2nd: P. Newhall.
ART. 26 It was voted that the Town will accept by gift the entire
assets of the Pine Grove Cemetery Association, including real estate,
machinery and equipment and cash assets, said property to be used as
a public cemetery facility for the Town of Barrington subject to all
existing burial obligations. Said money to remain in a trust form
under jurisdiction of the treasurer. Motion: W. Haley. 2nd:C. Soule
ART. 27 A motion was made by R. Harding and seconded by J. And-
erson that the Town direct the Selectmen to promulgate an ordinance
compelling the separation of glass and other items prior to rubbish
collection. Motion carried.
A motion was made by J. Olivier and seconded by G. Musler. "Resolved
with respect to Article 15 on cablevision. The Board of Selectmen and
all related committees involved, hold a minimum of three (3) public
Hearings to air the progress of negotiations leading to developnent
of a contract between the "'own and an acceptable vendor . " Motion
carried
.
Mr. Condon: I wish to introduce a resolution that the Town of Harr-
ington urges the initiation of efforts to negotiate an end to the
further production of nuclear anraments by the United States, the So-
viet Union, and all other countries engaged in the production of such
armaments; and directs the Selectmen to communicate this opinion to
our United States Senators and Representatives. 2nd: J. Olivier.
Mr. Barney: I wish to introduce a resolution for a State Inccfne Tax.
"That the Town of Barrington direct the Representative to the Legis-
lature to sponsor and/or support a state Income Tax for funding of our
school systems and give relief for property owners and businesses .
"
2nd: Mr. Gagnon. Hand Vote: Yes: 30 No: 28
Mr. Musler: I nx5ve to adjourn this meeting. 2nd: C. Soule. Motion
carried at 11:20 P.M.
A true copy, attest:
Muriel T. Leocha, Town Clerk
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Harrington in the County of Strafford
in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the auditorium, Harrington Conmunity
Building in said Harrington on Tuesday, the 8th day of March next at
ten of the clock in the forenoon.
Polls open at 10:00 A.M.
Polls close at 6:30 P.M.
Articles of business to be acted on Wednesday, March 9, 1983 starting
at 7:00 P.M.
Article 1. To vote by ballot on the following question: Are you in
favor of the adoption of the amendments to the Building Code, Zoning
Ordinance, and Sub-Division regulations as proposed by the Planning
Board:
BUILDING CODES
1. That Article III of the Building Code be amended to add
the following section:
"5. Every single-family dwelling or single-family dwelling unit
within a multiple- family dwelling vv^ich is built or substant-
ially rehabilitated after March 8, 1983 shall be equipped with
an automatic fire warning system consisting of smoke detectors
or other appropriate fire warning devices.
2. That Article IV of the Building Code be amended to add the
following section:
"8. No building permits will be issued within sub-divisions,
created after the passage of this addition to the Building Code,
unless the sub-divider brings all roads up to and through the
final gravel stage, according to town specifications. A bond
must be then posted with the town for the completion of the road;
amount of bond to be determined by Road Agent.
Upon the ccarpletion of 80% of the sub-division, either lots
transferred or built upon, the sub-divider must complete the
road, according to town specifications within 6 months. No
further permits will be issued until road is complete. On com-
pletion of the road to town specifications, and inspected by the
Road Agent to meet the specifications, it will become a town
road by the legal process of transfer from the sub-divider to
the town.
SUB-DIVISION REGULATIONS
1. That Section 4.02 of the Subdivision Regulations is as follows:
"All land to be subdivided shall be, in the judgment of the
Board, of such a character that it can be used for building pur-
poses without danger to public health or safety, or to the en-
vironment. Land subject to periodic flooding, poor drainage.
or other hazardous conditions, shall not ordinarily be subdivided.
Land with inadequate capacity for sanitary sewage disposal shall
not be subdivided unless connected to public sewers. Plats for
the subdivision of land shall conform with the subdivision reg-
ulations, the Zoning Regulations, State Water Pollution Control
Board, and other applicable by-laws, ordinances and regulations
at both state and local levels.
I. That the Planning Board reconmends that Section 4.02 be ainended
as follows:
"All land to be subdivided shall be, in the judgenent of the
Board, of such a character that it can be used for building pur-
poses without danger to public health or safety, or to the en-
vironment. Land subject to periodic flooding, poor drainage,
or other hazardous conditions, shall not ordinarily be sub-div-
ided. Under appropriate circumstance, the Board may require a
subdivider to provide an alternate, state approved, site for
sanitary sewage disposal . Land with inadequate capacity for san-
itary s©(\7age disposal shall not be subdivided unless connected
to public sewers. Plats for the subdivision of land shall con-
form with the subdivision regulations, the Zoning Regulations,
State Water Pollution Control Board, and other applicable by-laws,
ordinances and regulations at both state and local levels.
ZONING ORDINANCE
1. That Section 7. (a) 1 of the present Zoning Ordinance is as
follows:
The minimum lot area in an agricultural-residential district
shall be 80,000 square feet with an additional 40,000 square
foot requironent for each additional dwelling unit under a ccm-
mon roof.
That the Planning Board recommends that Section 7.(a)l be
amended as follows:
The minimum lot area in an agricultural-residential district
shall be 80,000 square feet with an additional 40,000 square
foot requirement for each additional dwelling unit under a com-
mon roof including one (1) bedroom apartments.
For condoniniLim and multi bedroom the minimum lot area in an
agricultural-residential district shall be 80,000 square feet
with an additional 80,000 square foot requirement for each
additional dwelling unit under a common roof.
2. That Section 7. (a) 8 of the present Zoning Ordinance is as
follows:
"The maximum building height of any building in an agricultural-
residential district shall be forty (40) feet, and the maximum
number of stories of any building within an agricultural -res-
idential district shall be 2h stories."
That the Planning Board recommends that Section 7 . (a) 8 be amend"-
ed as follows:
"The maximum building height to the base of the roof of any
building in an agricultural-residential district shall be
thirty-five (35) feet, and the maximum number of stories of any
building within an agricultural-residential district shall be
2*5 stories. " (proposed amendment is underlined)
3. That Section 7.(c)8 of the present Zoning Ordinance is as follows:
"The maximum height of any building in Zone B shall be 40 feet."
That the Planning Board reconmends that Section 7. (c)8 be amend-
ed as follows:
"The maximum height of any building in an agricultural-resident-
ial-conraercial district in Zone B shall be 35^ feet." (proposed
amendment is underlined.
4. That the Planning Board recommends that the following Amendment
be added to the Ordinance and entitled Section 7. (c)12 :
"That the provisions of Section 7.(a)l through 7. (a) 11 are in-
corporated into the within Section governing uses and lot sizes
for Zone B for any use of a noncommercial nature. " (proposed
amendment is underlined)
Article 2. To choose the following Town Officers by ballot and mar-
jority vote:
One Selectman for three years
One Auditor for three years
One Trustee of Trust E\jnds for three years
Article 3. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to appoint
all other necessary town officers.
Article 4. To see if the Town will accept the reports of its officers
and agents as contained in the Town Report.
Article 5. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate all itens
in the budget not covered by articles in the Warrant.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal frcm
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for use as a set off against the
following debt service:






Article 7. To see if the Town Will authorize the Selectmen to withdraw
froTi the Revenue Sharing F\jnds, the sum of $1,000.00 (one thousand dol-
lars) to be used to establish a contingency fund, to be used, with
interest, only for repairs to the Town's rubbish conpactor unit.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to create a separate account
consisting of all monies received from the Pine Grove Canetery Associ-
ation, and all other proceeds fran canetery sales. This accoiont to be
used only for cemetery maintenance and improvements.
.\rticle 9. To see if the town will vote to go on record in support of
irrmediate actions by the Federal Government to control and reduce acid
::ain v^ich is harmful to the environment and economy of Harrington and
::o the health and welfare of the people of Harrington as proposed by
>5tition of the voters of the town.
These actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain,
sulfur dioxide emissions, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the government
of Canada that will commit both nations to this same goal.
Article 10. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
in support of the Lakes Region Association for the purpose of publici-
zing and promoting the natural advantages, as well as the preservation
of the natural resources of the Town, in cooperation with other towns
in the Lake Region.
Article 11. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 'SO.OO for the support of the Newmarket Regional Health Center.
Article 12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 00.00 for the support of "A Safe Place".
Article 13. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow
in anticipation of taxes.
Article 14. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by the Town Meeting, money
fran the State, Federal or other government unit of any private source
v\^ich becones available during the fiscal year. (Ef .RSA Chapter 31) .
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to elect by majority vote, two
members for three years to the Advisory Hudget Contnittee
.
Article 16. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dispose
of those items designated as surplus.
Article 17. That the Selectmen be authorized to convey to the Harring-
ton School District for the sum of $1.00 such real estate of the Town
on the southly side of Province Lane as is necessary to vest sole title
in the Harrington School District for the Harrington Middle School,
driveway and necessary appurtenant grounds according to plan drawn by
Fred Drew, Deconber 1980.
Article 18, To transact any other business that may legally come be-
fore said meeting of the honorable Town government.
Given under our hands and seal, the 18th day of February, in the ye^ar
of our Lord Nineteen Himdred and Eighty Three.







Selectmen of Harrington Selectmen of Harrington

III. TCWN FINANCIAL REPORTS

TCMll CLERK'S REPORT
FISCAL YEAR BIDDING DECETIBER 31, 1982 17
DEBITS
:















Aug I9S2 Annual City and Tov;n Clerks
Convention










Motor vehicle permits: 4,9^0 @ $1.00
Salary for 1932
Dog licenses: f.53 ® 50^
Recording and indexing original records
of marriage: 39 ® 500
Recording and indexing official copies
of marriage: 18 © 50«
Additional copies of mairriage records: I3 ©
Recording and indexing original records
of birth: 3 S 50«
Recording and indexing official copies
of birth: 66 @ 50(8
Recording and indexing origin,-! records
of death: h ^i 5O5!
Recording and indexing official copies
of death: 30 3 50«;
Additional copies of death records: 1 @ 25<Z
Total Fees and Salary
Total Expenses
TOTAL





















TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR E2SIDING 12/31/82
Balance Jan. 1, 1982 226,063.89
Receipts Decanber 31,1982 2,938,436.75
Total Receipts 3,164,500.64
Less Payments DecartDer 31, 1982 2,988, 717. gf,
Balance checking account 116,320.05
" Revenue Sharing acct. 12,479.73
Swain Lake " 5,172.31
CoTietery " 3,019.98







Total balance in three conetery funds $5,004.21
250th Anniversary of Harrington, N. H.
Biilance January 1, 1982 9,084.82
Interest through Decenijer 31, 1982 502.85
Maintenance of account 51.25
Balance December 31, 1982 9,536.42
Albert I. and Celia F. Wood Memorial Fund
Balance January 1, 1982 1,026.32
Interest through December 31, 1982 110.80
Withdrawn for Barrington Library 99.15
Balance December 31, 1982 $1,037.97
Respectfully s\±mitted.





^^ SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of DecQTiber 31, 1982
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 405,700.00
Furniture and Equipment 25,000.00
Libraries, Furniture and Equipment 2,100.00
Police Department, Equipment 18,500.00





Barrington Pine Tree Cemetery 54,050.00
Swains Lake Dam 10,000.00
All lands and buildings acquired through Tax Collector's deeds.
Long Shores, Lot 142 7,200.00
Stackpole Lot 3,850.00
Trickey Lot 10,550.00
Holiday Shores (7 lots) assessment unavailable
Town Dump assessment unavailable
Boat Landing and Parking Lot 13,800.00
Berry Meadow, Province Rd. 1,850.00
Land N/S Rte 126 13,650.00
Long Shore Drive Lot 433 1,750.00
Long Shore Drive Lot D-99 1,750.00
Berry River Rd., Lot 246 1,500.00
Long Shores Drive Lot 431 1,350.00
Long Shores Drive Lot D-63 2,200.00
Long Shores Drive Lot E-4 1,300.00
S/S Berry River Rd. Lot 55 4,500.00
$"8"8Tr9ob'.oo
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Elderly Exemptions ( 920,000.00)
Wood and Wind Exemptions ( 1,950.00)
102,336,990.00
Veteran's Exanptions 501
No. of Inventories Distributed 2,212
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
TAXES ASSESSED AND TA^^ RATE
Total Town Appropriation 561,014.00
Less Revenues and Credits 381,973.00
Net Town Appropriation 179,041.00
Net School Appropriation 1,482,164.00
County Tax 219,419.00
Total of Town, School and County 1,880,624.00
Less Business Profits Tax Reirab. 66,069.00
War Service Credits 32,200.00
Overlay 66,947.00
Property Taxes to be raised 1,913,702.00
1,913,702.00 ^ l.87/$100.00 - Tax Rate
102,336,900.00





Value Rate Amt. Taxes Raised
102,336,990.00 x 1.87 - 1,913,702.00

IV. REPORTS OF TCWN OFFICERS, AGENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS
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REPORT OF THE ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
As of December 1, 1982 the new Strafford County Dog Pound opened and
is being run by the Granite State Humane Society. It is located next
to the County Jail in Dover. The hours are fron 11:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
every day except holidays and bad ktorras. The telephone number is
749-5322. All Harrington strays are being held there.
Again, with the help of Strafford Dispatch many dogs were returned to
owners because of tags being worn. It is a state law that all dogs be
licensed at three months of age. All dogs must be licensed on or befofre
May 1, '1983.
Again, we are concerned with the number of dogs that have been report^
running deer. With the snow on the ground it makes it difficult for
the deer to travel. A dog caught running deer can be shot. by Fish
and Game or the Animal Control Officer, and the owner can be fined up
to $1000.00.
For your consideration, my activities in 1982 were as follows:
COyiPLAINTS—70 MILEAGE—1,761 HOURS—119
Dog Bites
Dogs Killed By Cars
Dogs Hit By Cars
Dogs Lost
Dogs Found
Stray Dogs To Pound
Claimed By Owners
Lost Dogs Back To Owner Tagged
Dogs Fran Other Towns
Restraining Orders





To be reached call either the Town Hall and leave a message or Straffl-
ord County Dispatch, 742-4968 or 664-2700.
1
GRANITE STATE HUMANE SOCIETY, INC.
The GRANITE STATE HUMANE SOCIETY, INC. was founded for the purpose^
of providing law enforcement of animal-related statutes, humane educa-
tion, conpanion animal programs, and animal control in those areas of
New Hampshire where such services ^/ere severly limited and/ofi non-exis|:-
ent.
In addition, we had hopes of being able to provide shelter facil-
ities in various locations to be used as holding facilities for towns
without such provisions. The County and towns of Strafford have made
this hdpe a reality sooner than we had expected.
I
The Strafford County Shelter opened officially on December 1, 1982!.
Since that date, over 100 animals have been handled. The shelter is
open to the public from 11 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. and to animal control/
police officers 24 hours a day. The shelter has the present Capacity
of handling 15 dogs and 16 cats. With the completion of the gates, we
will have space for an additional 7 dogs.
In addition to working on and operating the shelter, our Director
of Education has also been busy doing programs in schools and at the
Riverside Nursing Home in Dover. Since the beginning of November, we
have done over 20 programs in the Concord schools for Kindergarten andi
First Grade students concerning pet care and safety (what to do if a
dog chases you, etc.) . We have been visiting Riverside with cats, do<js,
and guinea pigs since mid-Novanber on a bi-monthly basis. Presently
we are in the preliminary stages of scheduling educational programs ii|i
the Hooksett, Harrington, and Somersworth schools.
Since opening the shelter, it has become apparent that a larger
facility is needed. We are planning to start construction on the
second half of the building in the Summer of 1983. Upon completion,
the entire facility will be capable of handling 40 cats and more than
40 dogs.
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REPORT OF THE HARRINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT 1982
The Harrington Fire Department responded to the following requests":
24 chimney fires, 12 structural fires, 23 vehicle accidents, 5
vehicle fires, 15 woods, grass and no permit fires, 1 hot air balloon
recovery, 2 rescue a rock climber and a subject pinned under a trac-
tor, 1 recovery drowning, 2 propane gas leaks, 16 smoke and alarm
investigations, 1 request for medical assistance, 1 service call and
.2 false alarms.
The chimney fires were down slightly but 4 of these resulted in
structural damage.
We received outside help frc«n neighboring communities 6 times and
responded to outside request for assistance 6 times.
The Durham Dispatch continues to serve us well assuring the Town
of 24 hour service. The telephone number 664-7700 is the fire
alarm and is for emergency use only .
This is not to be used for information or fire permits. The Fire
Department is not authorized to issue burning permits.
This year we will be adding the local Town frequency to all our radio
equipT>ent making corrmunications under severe emergency situations
much more reliable and in contact with all Town agencies.
Please don't depend on us for your fire safety. You can avoid most
serious problems yourself.
I wish to extend a well done to all of those who have given much of
their time to provide this protection and to all of those v^o have
supported us with their donations.
Respectfully Si±itdtted
Sumner A. Hayes, Chief
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDENS AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Forest fire prevention, our business, your business, good business I
This slogan has been the motto of the N.H. Division of Forests and
Lands, Forest Fire Service since 1909 when the first forest fire laws
were passed by the Legislature.
These laws set in place a cooperative forest fire protection program
of State and local forest fire personnel that has, in the past 75
years, established New Hampshire as a leader in forest fire prevention
and control. Our annual acreage loss to forest fires of one-half
acre per fire is the best in the nation. This fire record has come
about through the cooperative efforts of our state/town forest fire
protection program. The state provides detection of fires, training
for local forest fire wardens, low cost forest fire suppression
equipment to local fire departments, and technical advice at the
fire ground. Local governments provide the volunteer fire fighters
who are appointed as wardens and deputy wardens and vlho respond
quickly to suppress reported forest fires.
This program has resulted in a steady decline in annual acres lost to
forest fires since 1910 when the average fire burned 33 acres com-
pared, to the modem day loss of one-half acre per fire.
Only by the continued cooperation of the State/towns and our entire
citizenry can this record be maintained.
State and District reports only include fires for which a bill was
submitted to the Town and State.
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HARRINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1982
Another year has passed in the annals of the Barrington Police
Department, a year of activity that kept the police busy with various
police related activities. Training continues to be "top priority"
for the msnbers of the department y that training v%tiich is practical
and relative to keep abreast of the rapidly changing society of to-
day. The Criminal Code book was coirpletely rewritten due to the many
and various changes by Suprone Court rulings and along with the
changes introduced by our State Legislature it required a new printing
to facilitate incorporating these changes. A new revised issue of
the Motor Vehicle Laws was also issued for 1982 which changed the
indexing of all motor vehicle law RSA's into more logical order and
numerical sequence to conform as closely as possible to other states.
These two pi±)lications , being the basis for most of police activities
must be fully understood and adhered to by each officer in the field
to avoid errors in charges and false arrest allegations. Further
training for the Department consisted of C.P.R. training classes con-
ducted by Joel Sherburne, Street Survival classes held in Portland,
Maine, Liability in the use of Fire-Arms and Deadly-Force classes
conducted by Sgt. Gary DeColfinacker of the Dover Police Department
and Fire Arms Training and range qualification with the "Service"
hand gun at the Dover Police Department range, conducted by Officer
Clinton Shef^ard, Training Officer for the Dover Police Department.
1982 saw the addition of a new officer, John Enos of Century Pine Dr.
who came to the Department with past experience from Coralville,
Icwa and has already' certified with the New Hampshire Standards and
Training Council as required by state law. John is a full time
Officer with University of New Hanpshire in Durham, and was utilized
as the "second Man" of a two man cruise program set up for the
surrmer months vihen the prcm parties start and the hot siJitTner nights
encourage young people to move in on private land around the many
lakes and ponds in Barrington and have their beer parties around the
bonfires. Barrington seems to be the gathering spot for all the
surrounding areas for this type activity and both the trespass and
bonfires are illegal.
Again, as in the past, the Police Department has the support of the
Board of Selectmen. Charles Soule continues to act as advisor to
the Department and his expertise is greatly appreciated, especially
at budget time. Morale in the Department is greatly affected by the
attitude of the Selectmen and has a decided effect on the perfor-
mance of all personnal. To the "Board" thanks.
1982 was a very busy year for the police and the following figures
explain in part, how the police time and labor was expended. The
Dispatch Center in Dover advised that the Barrington Police received
8,479 telephone calls and answered 2,487 Conplaint Control Cards
each of which take some of the "patrol" time in any given shift
of on-duty hours on any given day. In addition to these calls the
following breakdown of police activities are subnjitted for the pur-










11 restraining order (spouse)
35 burglaries












d1 motor vehicle acciden-s 66 -czzr "er.irle =z---±er.zs
310 motor v^iicle steps > routine) 336 -c-:: ^i^Le ;t;j; rrurjLr.e)
11 D.W.I, arrest " 25 I. ...I. arrest














168 assist other dej
42 fire respcnse
37 medical assist
43 tn.' and locate
/ missing perscsis
173 assist other der
33 fire respc«ise
72 medical assist
51 trv and locate
MISCEIiANBOUS ACTIVITY (CCNTINUED)
1981 1982
76 responses to alarms 48 responses to alarms
50 bank deposits 51 bank deposits
6,205 house and business checks 6,563 house and business checks
70 pistol perndts issued
1 pistol permit denial
June 2, 1982 the new Ford LTO cruiser was put into service and the
1980 Ford Granada was taken off "prime" cruise and is being used as
a day -car and a backup car when needed. The 1977 Pontiac was sold
and the proceeds were turned over to the General Fund.
A reminder to all residence of Harrington. The
number to call vi^en police are needed is 664-2700
and for those living on the 664 exchange only





BARRINGTOSI POLICE ASSOCIATIOSI B.P.A. . 1982 ACTIVITIES
The B.P.A. continues to function successfully as in the past. This
year the B.P.A. sponsored a free bicycle registration program for
all Barrington residents. Regisl^ation forms and decal plates
were provided for those who brought their bicyles to the ambulance
building. The program was conducted over a two weekend period
and volunteers from the V.F.W. who also held a "Lite-A-Bike"
program, msnbers of B.E.M.S. and frcm the Police Department
donated their time to assist in the registrations. Mae Sprowl as
usual, in these type of functions kept the volunteers well fed with
sandwiches and cold drinks. Other activities of the B.P.A. con-
sisted of donating $50 to the Soap Box Derby for trophies, these
going to "kids" who nornelly would not get a trophy for participa-
ting. A vacuum cleaner was purchased to keep the Police Department
carpet clean, signs for the police parking lot, a scanner for the
police communications console, a set of strobe lights for the
cruiser, three tables for the Town Hall functions, new leather equip-
ment and handcuffs for patrol personnel. The monies for the B.P.A.
activities are realized fron proceeds fran the "monthly" dances
held at the Town Hall Gym, and from citizens who make cash donations
to the B.P.A. v^ich alleviate the need for request in the police
budget to purchase or support these type of programs. The B.P.A.
also wishes to make it known that functions held for the B.P.A. are
fully supported by volunteers and without their help it would be
impossible to operate. People like the Burrows family, who are
always on hand when a hand is needed, Joel who donates his time at
the dances to entertain at the popcorn machine, and take care of
the set-up table. Sally who gets the ice and cleans the tables
Sunday morning long before the clean-up crew arrives. Carol who
sells tickets at the door, Mae who does the shopping for supplies,
assists in setting up the hall and in cleaning up after the dances.
Without these people and the B.P.A. members vvho help, the v^^ole af-
fair would be an impossible situation. Many thanks to all and a
special thanks to Roger and Bill Calef of Calef's Country Store
who have been a continual support to the B.P.A. dances.
The Police would like to extend their thanks to the generosity of
Ted and Gail Kittredge of Rt 9 and 202 who donated the aircondi-
tioner for the police office and to Charles Soule who installed it
for us.
Gratitude and appreciation to Country "Al" Green and the "Chero-
kees" for helping to make the dances the success that they continue
to be "country" music at its best. Music that can be appreciated




^ ^' f %
Officer Robert Brovm with Infant Manikin
doing CPR (Instructor Joel Sherburne)
Lt. Fred Jackson with Manikin doing CPR
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REPORT OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE COORDINATOR
Ambulance runs from January 1, 1982 through December 31, 1982
totaled 119. We are still covered with back up by Benoit Medical
Service of Somersworth, Northwood Ambulance and Frisbie Memorial
Hospital Ambulance of Rochester.
BEMS members celebrated their fourth birthday February 1982 with
guest speaker Terry Sanfacon, Nurse Supejrvisor of the Bnnergency
Room at Frisbie Memorial Hospital, and a testinionial for Rick
Smith with ten years service with the BEl^. Also Police Chief,
Bud SprowJ. spoke about BEMS and thanked this fine group for the
excellent job they are doing.
Responders were on duty in several events such as the Walk-A-Thon,
Bike-A-Thon and horse shows.
Again, simulated accidents held for training have teen and will
continue to be held.
Topics covered during training meetings included the following:
simulated logging accident on Tolend Road, splinting, Scott air
pack and air bag daiionstrations with the Fire Department. Members
attended the National Association of EMT's 1982 Educational
Conference that was held May 20th - 23rd at the Park Plaza Hotel
in Boston. Barrington EMS sponsored two successful EMT seminar
in April and November. Funds donated to BEMS in the memory of
a friend or relative are earmarked as manorial funds to be used for
specific needs. A plaque on the wall of the training room lists
all the names of people who have been thus ronanbered.
Barrington EMS has established a new ambulance telephone number,
it is 664-2896. A direct line to Strafford County Dispatch in
Etover who does our dispatching. This number is to be used only
for this service. This new number was established for more fast
and efficient service. The police number is for police business
only and should not be used for the ambulance service because the
number is busy many times or you can't get the number immediately.
Barrington EMS cannot and will not handle transfer calls. These
calls will be covered by Benoit Medical Serivce because its asking
too much from the volunteers and will cause a problem with back
up service with Benoit.
New projects planned for 1983 include, attending the National
Association of EMT's 1983 Educational Conference in Biloxi, Mississi-
ppi, we will also sponsor another EMT saninar and a public health
and safety fair. BEMS also will be preparing a disaster plan.
The members of the Barrington Emergency Medical Services wish to
thank everyone who has contributed to the Association in anyway,
without your support, this group could not exist.











Harrington Emergency Medical Service
H^IS Coordinator.
A New England Life Flight Helicopter gave a demonstration
at the EMT seminar in Novonber. L to R, Al Wilkins, pilot,
Michael Curtis, Life Flight Director, S. Welsh Grimaldi,
Flight Nurse, Dr. Bruce Taylor, and Joel Sherburne, EMS
Coordinator
Irving Benoit, Benoit Medical Service applies new
ambulance nunber to the doors of "Sherbie", the
Harrington Ambiilance.
Barrington Fire Departniern: manbers visit the ambulance
Harrington Fire Department mertibers demonstrate rescue
equipment to BEMS. L to R, Capt. Russell Hayes, Lt. Gerald
Pinzari, and Lt. Robert George.
Chief Svnnner Hayes discussing rescue equipment with
BEMS menisers.
Harrington Fire Department members shew demonstration with
air bags to BEMS special training session. L to R, Lt Gerald
Pinzari, Lt. Robert George and Chief Sumner Hayes.
BEMS TREASURER'S REPORT 1982
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MEMORIAL FUND - SAVINGS ACCOUNT 1982
Balance on Hand January 1, 1982
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ROAD AGENT'S REPORT 1982
At the last Town Meeting the voters agreed to raise an additional
$8,974 in the winter portion of the road budget because of the
severity of the 1981-82 winter season. This additional appropria-
tion melted away along with the last spring blizzard in April.
Not knowing that the winter season of 1982-83 wouldn't crank
into full swing until January we planned to ward off a high
deficit in that area of the budget by limiting expenditures
in the road inprovement funds. We did all we set out to do
under the road irrprovement section of the budget except for the
application of a second seal on Smoke Street and Brewster Road
yielding about $9,000 to offset this anticipated winter deficit
however, we didn't have occasion to use most of these set aside
funds because of the extremely mild beginning of the winter season.
We ended 1982 with a balance of $8,010.41 and now you know why.
I have no idea what Mother Nature has planned for in the next
lap of this infinite road race; my plans are to wait and see and
if she doesn't tread on our heels too heavily we'll use some of
the winter budget this summer to treat Smoke Street and Brewster
Road with that second seal we were tricked out of in the last lap.
I'm asking for about the same appropriation as you granted last
year for the regular budget including those funds mentioned above.
In addition to the regular highway budget I'm asking for $1,500
for the care and maintenance of the Pine Grove Cemetery which is
now owned by the Town. This amount will be entirely offset by
cemetery trust funds given to the Town along with ownership of
the cemetery so this is basically a non add item.
With the Selectmen, I'm also asking the voters to raise and
appropriate $26,500 for the layout and reconstruction of Granville
Drive . This amount will be assessed to and collected from the desig-
nated abutters of Granville Drive over a eight year period as an
added tax. This is a legal matter as covered by BSA 231:28 - 33 and
settled by appropriate hearings before the Selectmen.
If the voters decide not to raise the above amount at Town Meeting
the road will still be laid out and constructed according to State
law and the amount spent will be taken frcm this years road budget.
In this case other designated pix)jects under the road improvement
part of the budget will not be done.
I onphasize that the burden of cost in the end to reconstruct
this road lies with the abutters and this fact alone should allay
any fear of a sudden influx of like situations in Town.










In 1979 a road program was developed and as a result of the continu-
ation and funding of that program Harrington's fifty miles of class
V roads now consist of approximately 32.5 miles of tarred surface
and 17.5 miles of gravel surface roads.
The long range objective is to have most all class V roads, as list-
ed in the long range program, meet the requironents of the town road
ordinance v^ich includes a tarred surface. Until the status of
those gravel roads not considered for surfacing changes (higher use
rate) they will not be considered for surfacing at least for another
five years.
The approach to the road program is to work toward the long range
objective through an annual program planned and executed in
accordance with the following priorities:
1. maintenance of all roads and bridges in a safe and
passable condition.
2. preservation of existing roads and bridges through a
program of regular maintenance.
3. siirfacing of those gravel roads vjhose road beds are
constructed to Town standards. (Fogarty, Meadowbrook,
Hilltop, Second Crown Pt. to bridge, Lakeshore, Woodhaven
and Smoke Street completed.
4. upgrading through reconstruction and surfacing of certain
existing gravel and older tarred roads each year.




1. Grading, equipment rental, gravel 15,000
2. Regular maintenance (combined) 6,500
3. General Expenses, Highway Dept. 14,039
TOTAL GRAVEL ROADS 35,539
Existing Tar Roads
1. Road sealing including liquid emulsion,
equipment rental and preparation 24,000
2. Patch (leveling & maint.) 10,000
3. Regular maintenance (combined) 4,000
4. General Expenses, Highway Dept. 14,037
TOTAL TAR ROADS 52,037
Bridge & Rail
1. Berry bridge deck & abuttment repair
2. Rail Young Road, 2nd culvert
TOTAL BRIDGE & RAIL 6,000
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
Funds used for this section of the road program are largely received
through State (RSA 241:14 & RSA 241:15) allotments and appropria-
tions such as Town Road Aid apportionment. There will be a reap-
portionment of state aid proposal in the current Legislature to
watch for.
Improvements selected for this year are:
1. Ham Road .2m (TRA) 9,000.00
2. Gravel Road Improvements incl.
Scruton Pond, Wildcat, Brooks,
2nd Crown Pt., hills, ditches
& comers as funds limit 27,463.00
TOTAL ROAD IMPROVEMENT 36,463.00
less TRA 1982-83 State & Town 8,965.75
Capen Vault repair 500.00
Granville Drive 26,500.00
Pine Grove Cemetery maintenance 1,500.00
WINTER MAINTENANCE
The winter maintenance program consists of the materials and effort
required to plow, sand and salt 50 miles of Town road. This work
is done by the Town crew and a number of contractors each assigned
responsibility for specific sections of road. This section of the
road program is a guess and depends almost totally on the weather.
1. Contractors and materials 33,000.00






General Expenses (Town Crew & Equipment ) 56,150.00
Town TRA Contribution 1,170.00
Granville From Abutters Tax 26,500.00
Cemetery Fran Trust 1,500.00
Total Cost 1983 Road Program 211,320.00
Revenues State 35,631.00
Motor Veh. Reg. to offset tax rate 141,000.00
Granville Abutters Tax (8 years) 26,500.00
Cemetery Trust Funds 1,500.00
Total to be raised by tax. 6,689.00
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BARRINGTCN CIVIL PREPAREDNESS
It has been a quiet year for Barrington Civil Preparedness.
Members who were not qualified for CPR attended a very positive course
given by Joel Sherburne. Of the many CPR courses I have attended over
the years, Joel's was by far the most detailed and rigid. Each member
realized the importance of being knowledgeable in all procedures.
Members of BCP enjoyed working with Kevin Miner, providing radio con-
tact with all points on the 6.5 road race on Barrington Day. Each mobille
unit had water for runners, sane of the units had HyTT personnel aboard/
and a mobile unit covered both front and back of the race for runners
protection.
The BCP helped out on Barrington Day at the Calef 's field, assisting
in many varied projects.
All inanbers attended a course on "Radiological Monitoring" consisting
of 8 hours of home study and 8 hours of practical application. The
course was given by a staff member fran Concord. Each member now has
a complete kit to monitor the air in case of a nuclear spill from plane
crashes, truck overturns carrying hazardous waste and if there is
trouble at Seabrook. Barrington is one of the few Towns with this
equipnent and expertise in the utilization of this sophisticated mon-
itoring device.
I attended several meetings with other organizations, the "Amateur Radio
Emergency Service", our own local Snowmobile Club, American Red Cross
Chapter of Dover, etc. We formed a liason to help each other in any
onergency
.
Any other groups that are interested may contact me at 868-7380 for
further information.
Further courses are planned for BCP to round out their training.


































VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
Normally, this report gives only the figures for Metiorial Day, however,
we feel strongly that the time has arrived for our Town to become aware
that this is a strong and virulent group of veterans. This organization
is open and we wish to welcone all veterans of armed conflicts v^o have
served their Country during times of peril and turmoil in Her defense
in foreign lands.
We are proud of the responsibility the Town has placed on this group
to organize the Memorial Day exercises; but there are other functions
and projects sponsored by this veteran's organization that many of you
may not be aware of. We provide guidance in flag etiquette for the
youth of the ccxtimunity and participate in all veteran's activities.
This Post originated the first Annual Harrington Day summer fair, with
the proceeds going to worthy causes. Since then, with the cooperation
and CO-sponsorship by the local Jaycees, the Annual Harrington Day fes-
tivities have becone bigger and better; and it is our hope that more
organizations will join the VFW and the Jaycees to make this event even
better in the future.
As a current project, working with the Selectmen who are being most co-
operative, we are investigating new locations for a larger and better
facilitated Veterans Manorial Hall for future quarters. With this in
mind, we need new maiibers willing to work for the betterment of this
community.
It has always been the intent of this Post to try to provide the Town
of Harrington with a sirtple, but meaningful Memorial Day Program. With
the excellent cooperation of the various organizations. Town officials;
and most importantly, the townspeople who have provided both particip-
ation and funding, we feel we have succeeded in the past and will en-
deavor to continue.
REPORT OF ME3^RIAL DAY, 1982
Expenses: Marching Hand $280.00
Flowers and Wreaths 20.00
Flags and Grave Markers 150.00
$450.00
Receipts: Town Appropriation $450.00
Our speaker for the Day was Chaplain Loren Swanson of Pease Air Force
Hase, Newington, N.H. He said, "Freedcm bears with it a responsibility
to do vdiat is right .... Before God and man , " The invocation and bene-
diction were presented by the Reverend Larry Hughes of the Chapel of
the Nativity, and the choir selections were also provided by maiibers
of. the Chapel of the Nativity.
The Post would again like to thank all who participated by thought,
word and deed to make this inportant day a success.
Respectful1 sutinitted.
Douglas H. Thoitpson, Commander
Robert V. Drew, Quartermaster
HANSON KELIHER POST #6804
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
HARRINGTON, N. H.
Left to right standing: Suniner Hayes, Past Coiudr. & Trustee;
Georf;e Todd, Jud.;;;e Adv.; Hobert V. Drew, Quarternaster; Robert
J Drev;, Adjutant; Richard Bottom, Vice Comdr.; Ronald Waldron,
Chaplain. Seated: Lawrence I>abois, Past Comdr. & Trustee;
FVed Jackson, Past Comdr. & Sr. Vice Comdr., Robert Crout-
Hamel, Dist. Comdr. , Douglas H. Thompson, Commander; Not
shov/n, Waldron Haley, Service Officer. (Photo by D. Arlin)
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Town Library Trustee Report
It is with regret that this report commences with the announconent tha[t
the School Board has seen fit to remove its books from our library,
thus ending many years of cooperative effort v>7hich was pleasant and
acceptable to both parties until the last two or three years when the
School instituted a separate and very different systan for charging
and managing its books, and its needs for scheduling seemed to require
the total library hours. This change of the book system was instituted
in spite of the fact that the Public Library policy under School Library,
No. 2 States specifically that school books "shall be shelved and shaljl
circulate together with the public library books while remaining the
property of the Barrington School District."
The library trustees, charged by law with operating the public library,
tried to live with these changes until it became evident that we were
losing far too many books and experiencing too much trouble in knowing
when books were due, and where the books were. The confusion of oper-
ating under two different systems had becone too inefficient for either
library to operate well.
We were also having difficulty in having the use of the library for
enough time to carry on even limited programs for the general public.
Upon our request, the School Board consented to talk with us, and we
had hoped for compromise and agreement, particularly on these two
areas, but they deemed it best to withdraw.
We feel that the school children have been withdrawn from excellent
reference and research material, and the good collection of youth
books which we have built up. In addition, they are also deprived of.
State films and State books which are available only to public librar^
ies.
We have never intended that the school children should be deprived of
anything v^ich the public library can offer: this fact cannot be em-
phasized enough. Both the students and teachers are urged to continu^
use of the library, both as to research and reference, and borrowing
of books. Teachers are welcome to come with their classes as before,
and students from the upper grades are welcone as before.
We are making great effort to maintain hours convenient for both the
school and the general public. We are experimenting with Saturday
hours, and Mrs. Williams, on a volunteer basis, still holds Sunday
afternoon hours. I repeat that it cannot be too strongly enphasized
that the public library is still available to school children and
teachers for reference, for browsing, and for lending of books, both
in school hours and outside of them.
We feel fortunate to have been able to hire Mrs. .Rachel Sturdivant
to. help us with our expanded hours. Do come in and meet her.
Mrs. Wilson has been taking State Library courses to improve her
abilities as our librarian. She has had story hours, and craft work
programs, especially during the summer. A recent program was an audip
program from one of her classes.
Town Library Trustee Report Continued
Our gratitude is extended to Mr. Thcxtpson of the Harrington Hardware
for cleaning our rug for us, and furnishing protective covering in
the places getting the most wear.
Many fine books on varied subjects' have been acquired. Once. again, th^
Harrington Vfcaran's Club gave us a generous contribution. The interest
fron the Albert and Celia Wood fund, established by Mr. Stratton, par-
chased itany entertaining books for both adults and children; itiany nat-
ure subject books were purchased fron a part of the Emhardt fund; chil,d-
ren's books were purchased with the Garland manorial fund gift frcrn
Good Shepherd School. The money collected as fines for overdue books
is used for purchase of new books, too.
Again this year, we shared the expense of a Little Red Wagon show with
Lee, but we have decided not to do this again.
The Library Association has two new officers: Marie Harris, president;
Marilyn Beaulieu, secretary.
Do come in and see us, one and all, and think about this remark recent-
ly made in regard to libraries. The public library is the best ex-














No. of volumes at beginning of year 5,544
No. of volumes added during year 485
TOTAL 6,029
No. of volumes discarded during the year 40
TOTAL NO. VOLUMES AT END OF YEAR 5,989
No. of magazines currently received 28
No. of books borrowed from N.H. State Library 2,100
No. of special requests made through Inter-library loan 98
New registration from January 1982 297
Respectfully s;jmbitted
Jennifer Russ Wilson, Librarian
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Barrington Library Association Treasurer's Report 1982
Receipts for the year 1982
Appropriations fron TcMn of Barrington 10,100.00
Book replacanent for lost books ' 99.51
Dues 12.00
Fines 303 . 78





Operating expenses for the year 1982
Jennifer Wilson, Librarian 3,761.63
Rachel Sturdevant, Assistant Librarian 222.25
F.I.C.A. error absorbed by Association 4.30
Books 3,711.36
$500.00 liability from 1981
200.00 from Emhardt fund
Magazines for 1983 270.18
Supplies 319.30
Social Security tax 314.83
Books found refunds 35.86
Equipment 110.71
Telephone 212.49
Conferences , dues , etc
.
131.10
One half of Little Red Wagon fee 60.00
Jennifer Wilson, salary 4th quarter 1981 264.32
Repairs 109.60
Total Expenditures 9,527.93





RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT 1982
The Rural District Health Coiir}cil continues as a certified Home
Health Agency covering nine towns - six in Strafford County and three
in Rockingham County.
The priority service is the care of the sick program which includes
visiting nurses, heme health aide, physical, occupational and speech
therapy, providing visits in the patient's home.
A maternal and child health program is offered to all children frcm
any of the member towns, and includes physicals, iimiunizations , teach-
ing and counseling for ages 0-6 years. It also provides heme visits
to newborns on request and any follow-up care as needed. Children havQ
gained greatly fron prevention and treatment of ccstmunicable disease.
A dental program is also provided by the MCH program and the pre-
school dental services held for children 3-6 years, which includes
cleaning and flouride treatments twice a year with referrals to local
dentists as needed. The program also works closely with the Wcmen &
Infant Children Nutrition Program and the Strafford County Pre-Natal
and Family Planning Program.
The agency also holds monthly adult health maintenance program which
provides blood pressure checks, diabetic and anania screenings, nutrit-'
ion counseling, special diet and weight control. The first Wednesday
they are held at the Farmington Town Hall, the second Wednesday at the
Town Hall in Northwood at 1:00 P.M., the third Wednesday they are in
Harrington at the Catholic Ccaimunity Center starting at 11:00 A.M. -
and the fourth Wednesday they are held in Milton at the Milton Health
Center starting at 1:00 P.M. All screenings continue until all patienljis
have been seen. The program is open to anyone in the area. Most heart
disease and stroke cannot be explained or predicted.
The Rural District Health Coimcil cooperates with other agencies
in the area to provide a continuation of good health and social ser-
vices to its' member towns.
The Rural District Health Council with the cooperation of Frisbie
Manorial Hospital provides a discharge referral coordinator. The
hospital funds this program in part with the Council. 236 referrals
have been made in the past 10 months.
The Board of Directors had been investigating the relocating of the
office to becone accessible to the handicap. In June the agency was
contracted by Christopher Kenyon frcm Am Tek Corporation to lease a
building at 37 No. Main St. , Farmington, N.H. He graciously rorx^deled
the building to meet our needs and on August 2, 1982 the agency moved.
As Director of the agency, on behalf of the staff, we would like to
thank everyone for all their help and support in making this move possi-
ble. The clinics have improved in privacy and efficiency with notice-
ably less confusion for administrative staff.
On September 7, 1982 an answering service was implemented for pat-
ients being cared for by the agency. A nurse is available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week for reassurance and to answer any questions v^ich
the patients or the family may have. Heme visits are made as indicated.
The Council enploys dedicated staff who many times devote themselves
above and beyond the call of duty reflecting the nurse who cares for
people. Staff nurses include: Mary Tinmons, R.N. , Patient Care Coord-
nator, Arlene Thome, R.N. , MCH Coordinator, Paula Davis, R.N. , Elderly
Screening Coordinator and MCH staff, Jean Germer, R.N., Discharge Coord^
nator, Staff nurses in care of the sick program are - Betty Coons, R.N.
Myrtle Walsh, R.N. , Alice Ziegra, R.N., Dotty DaTimons,R.N. , Sally
Sublette, R.N., Joann Pearson, R.N. and Joan Menez, LPN,; Renee' Wormeli
and Gail LaRosa are fulfilling the duties as Home Health Aides, while
Junellen Chase handles the office duties as Administrative Assistant.
The agency receives funds fron grants, united way, town appropriat-
ion, medicare, medicaid, and private insurances. A bequest to the Coun-
cil may be made either for unrestricted use in furthering the general
purpose of the Rural District Health Council or for such special or
restricted purposes as the donor may desire. Memorial gifts become
a lasting honor to the memory of soneone special such as a relative or
friend. An acknowledgonent is sent to the family without disclosing
the amount of the gift. All gifts to the agency are deductible for
estate and incane tax purposes. Within the past year the agency has
received donations in memory of: Josep Berry, Clarence Fairchild, John
Griffith, Arlene Lawrence, Max Metzager, Lou.i s Russo, Charles Whitehouse,
and Lillian Williams.
This year has been a year of facing sane cuts in funding and with
the medicare audit resulting in an agency pay back in April. The Board
of Directors has voted to increase the per capita cost by IOC, a result
of $3.10 per-capita for fiscal year 1983. The total population has in-
creased by 1,011 residents.
During the past year the Council has made for your town 269 skilled
nursing visits, 25 heme health aide visits, and ^0 therapy visits; there
have been 60 child health home visits and 315 children have attended
the Child Health Program.
Anyone interested in additional information or needing services may
contact the Rural District Health Council, P.O.Box 563, 37 No. Main St.,
Farmington, N.H. 03835, or telephone 755-2202 between the hours of 8-4





NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
The Newmarket Regional Health Center completed its eleventh year of sei|'-
vice in 1982. The health center operates two medical offices, one in
Newmarket and the other in Raymond,' the Lamprey River Clinic.'. Both
facilities provide general medical care, preventive health services,
community outreach, social services, and short term counseling with
referral to area mental health agencies.
In 1982, Maude Guerin, M.D. , an obstetrician/gynecologist, joined the
staff. 'Dr. Guerin now provides prenatal, delivery and post partum car$.
In addition, the health center offers nutritional counseling and pre-
natal classes.
Other members of the medical staff include Sarah Oxnard, M.D., Peter
Friedensohn, M.D. , Michael Lewis, R.P.A., Barbara Janeway, M.S.N. , A.R,
N.P., and Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P. The medical team also includes re-
gistered nurses, medical assistants and community health workers. For
more information, or to make a medical appointment, call 659-3106 in
Newmarket, 895-3351 in Raymond, or toll-free in Newmarket at 1-800-582-
7279.
The canmunity health workers coordinate a school health program and
preventive screening clinics to detect potential health hazards. They
hold informative workshops and act as liaison between the medical pro-
viders and the patient.
In November, 1982, the Newmarket Regional Health Center initiated a
self-care- program for the elderly in conjunction with the Occupationa]!'
Therapy Department of the University of New Hampshire. The purpose
of this program is to enable the elderly to stay in their heme settind
as well as to maintain a quality of life and independent status within'
their canmunity. The focus of the program is to provide self-care
skills before disability occurs and to anticipate problems with func-
tional activities. Contact Anne Fawcett, A.R.N. P., at 1-800-582-7279
for further information.
The Newmarket Regional {iealth Center continues to operate the Senior
Citizen Transportation Program. Three of the four busses are equipped
with hydraulic lifts to provide services to the handicapped. The traijis-
portation service enables senior citizens to raniain independent, selfi
sufficient and active by providing the needed services, including med-,
ical, food shopping and recreational trips. For more information, or
to arrange a ride for a senior citizen, call 659-2424 or toll-free
1-800-582-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its deepest






SEACDAST TASK FORCE Oti FAMILY VIOLENCE
During t±ie past three years (1980 through 1982) , the Selectmen of 3arr>-
ington have allocated $800.00 to support the services of the Seacoast
Task Force on Family Violence/A Safe Place. This support has been
critical in the continuation and expansion of services to battered
woTien and their children available to residents of Barrington and the
Seacoast
.
A Safe Place ronains the only shelter exclusively for battered wcmen
and their children in New Hampshire. Wife abuse affects at least two
million women each year in this country alone, according to a national
survey by Dr. Murray Straus of the Family Violence Research Center at
the University of New Hanpshire. One out of six couples surveyed re-
ported violence during the survey year, with one out of four couples
reporting scxne violence during the entire period of their marriage.
This percentage (one out of six or 16%) when applied to New Hampshire
suggests that 40,000 wanen in New Hairpshire are si±»ject to at least
one incident of marital violence in a given year. This violence affects
not only the wcxnan, but the' entire family, particularly the children.
A 1977 study by the American Human Association found that in 20% of
reported child abuse cases, spouse abuse also occurs. This figure do^s
not reflect the emotional scars left on the child who witnesses the
abuse of her or his mother.
Above all else, victims of family violence need a refuge from fuirther
abuse. Shelters like A Safe Place provide the only realistic way out
for large numbers of these wcxrien by acting immediately to provide an-
ergency housing and safety. In addition, A Safe Place provides a ful):
range of support services to battered wonen and their children, inclu(^-
ing a 24 hour crisis line; advocacy in obtaining protective restrain-
ing orders and other needed services such as welfare, counseling and
rehabilitative services; information and referral; peer support groups
for battered wctnen; drop in peer counseling; onergency transportation
and children's services including childcare, children's activities anjl
groups, and parenting assistance for shelter residents. A Safe Place
also provides ccftrnunity education for schools, churches, and coimtunity
groups and in-service training for law enforcanent personnel and agenfcy
service providers. \Vhile other organizations may fiiLfill some of thepe
functions, such as counseling, no other organization provides these
complete services to address the needs of victims of family violence
and provides conmunity education on this issue.
Ttie services of A Safe Place are provided in an extranely cost effecth
ive way, utilizing a maximum of volunteer personnel. During 1982, vol|-
unteer activity has amounted to approximately 250 hours per week, a
personnel value of $43,550 figured at minimum wage ($3.35 per hour)
.
Volunteers provided crisis line staffing and crisis intervention,
shelter staffing, advocacy, transportation, children's services and
support group facilitation, as well as serving oih the Board of Direct}-
ODS. A Safe Place has recently expanded the volunteer program to in-
clude a volunteer speakers bureau and fundraising ccxtmittee as well.
During 1983, A Safe Place is expecting to almost double the number ofl
days of shelter provided to individiaals, based on statistics fran
the first nine months of 1982. During 1982, 108 families received a
total of 1,446 days of shelter and accciTpanying services. During 1983 i
we are estimating that 108 families will receive a total of 3,910 days
of shelter and acccsrpanying services. Therefore, while the rainber of
families receiving shelter roiiains 'the same, the families seiVed re-
ceived a much higher level of service. Crisis line calls are expected
to increase by 15% in 1983 with additional assistance to' crisis line
callers such as court advocacy, support groups and drop-in counseling
increasing by 256%.
The Task Force is requesting level funding of $800.00 from Barrington
in 1983. This request is based on the cost of shelter occupancy and
providing food and household supplies for the shelter for one month
($852)
.
Many thanks for the past generous sufport for A Safe Place extended by
the Town of Barrington. Should you have any questions or require any
additional inforrnation , please do not hesitate to contact me. I would
be happy to attend a meeting to answer any questions you might have at





Seacoast Task' Force on Family 'Violence
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HEALTH OFFICER REPORT
This past year I had t±ie oppxDrtunity to attend two soninars that
were sponsored by the State Health Department. They were very
informative and they cleared some of the "gray" areas that I had
about iny duties as Health Officer.
The first seminar brought me up to date on the organization at
the State level. I also had the opportunity to talk to the
various heads of the different departments and found out exactly
what their responsibilities were. I have called Concord on prior
occasions for information and have just accomplished nothing.
I have a listing of the different departments, the person in
charge and their phone numbers, also their expertise.
The second seminar that I attended dealt with food, selling,
preparation, and storing. The inspection of food for sale at
restaurants, markets, caterers and other vendors was discussed.
The problem with health standards are many and must be met by
these establishments. The health of the canmunity must be first
and foremost for the Health Officer.
I think that by attending these seminars I am better prepared to





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 1981-82 ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Board sat for four requests of Special Exceptions, three of v*ii<J:h
were granted; two requests for Variances, two of which were granted; aifd
two appeals for rehearings, one of which was denied.
At the meeting of November 17, Mr. Richard Bottan tendered regret-
fully his resignation. Realizing that his request was based upon the
time involved in his many other civic duties, the Board accepted Mr.
Bottan' s resignation. He received expressions of sincere appreciation
fron the entire Board for his extra duties, includjjig voluntary canmit+
tee work.
On January 4, 1983, Mrs. Janice Tabor was sworn in by the Selectmen
to fill the vacancy. Formerly, Mrs. Tabor served as an alternate.
The Chairman wishes to thank the manbers, alternates, clerk, and





















Dept. Service: Principal & Int.
Conputer 2,645.00 2,645.00 2,430.00
Truck 6,639.00 6,639.00 6,148.00
Ambulance 4,160.00 4,160.00 3,840.00
Corpactor 10,480.00
Contingency - Corp. 1,000. 00 1,359.00 1,000.00
Cruiser 9,300.00 9,300.00
Tele. System 3,944.00 3,944.00
MISCELLANEOUS
FICA, Retirement & S.S. 9,000.00
Insurance 15,551.00 20,836.00 15,150.00
Swain's Lake Dam 35,000.00 15,000.00
















Nat'l Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes




Meals and Rocsns Tax









































Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 114,000,00 141,550.00 140.000.00
Dog Licenses 2,700.00 2,680.00 2,700.00
Business Licenses,
Permits and Filing Fees 4,300.00 13.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Inccine frcm Departments 8,000.00 5,150.00 5,000.00
Rent of Town Property 3,000.00 875.00 1,000.00
Gift Swain's Lake Assoc. 3,535.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Int. on Deposits 35,000.00 14,905.00 20,000.00
Sale of Town Property 3,000.00 300.00
Cemetery Fund 1,500.00
OTOER FINANCING SOU"RCES
Revenue Sharing Fund 27,668.00 27,668.00 23,989.00





05/27/83 Itiwn Truck $ 5,166.66 (Principal)



































SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended Deceanber 31, 1982
TOWN OF Barrington
- DR. -
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
—
Previous
1981 1980 1979 years
Balance of Unredeened Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year* $ $88,546.41 $51,231.53 $30,567.15
Error in Math. 96.77
Taxes Sold to Town EXiring
Current Fiscal Year** 160,248.42
Interest Collected After
Sale 1,613.56 6,389.28 7,738.05 298.22
Redotption Costs 40.50 47.75 39.75 3.75
TOTAL DEBITS $161,902.48$94,983.44 $59,009.33 $30,965.89
- CR. -
Remittances to Treasiirer During Year
Redennptions $ 56,479.85$51,181.38 $38,404.06 $ 5,257.11
Interest & Costs After
Sale 1,654.06 6,437.03 7,777.80 301.97
Abatements During Year 19.30 399.38 228.96 1,430.32
Deeded to Town During Year 63.28 59.56 120.46
Unredeemed Taxes - End of
Fiscal Year 103,749.27 36,902.37 12,538.94 23,856.03
Unremitted Cash




Report of Planning Board
The Planning Board held twenty-six meetings in 1982. Twelve were for
subdivision hearings and fourteen were work sessions and public hear-^
ings. We also, met twice with all the town boards for irrput and better
ccimiunications anong all members.
There were twelve subdivisions approved totaling thirty-two lots.
There were no site review hearings held during the year. The Planning
Board reviewed the Growth Management Amendment twice during the year.
The Planning Board proposed several amendments to the Building Code,
Zoning Ordinance, and Subdivision Regulations. Those requiring a vote
by the townspeople will be considered at the town meeting in March of
1983.
I wish to thank the mambers of the Planning Board for their help to
roe during my term as Chairman and we look forward to the challenges






George True McDaniel -
I have seen many changes cxme to Harrington during my lifetime
here. I was bom in 1895, one of eight children. The McDaniel fam-
ily first came to Harrington frcm Durham in the mj.d-1700's where the
old family tonb can still be seen on Mill Road.
Five consecutive generations of the McDaniel family have served
the Town of Harrington as Selectman over the years. I served as
Selectman during the 1920 's, and also served as Tax Collector, Moder-
ator, and Treasurer, the latter when I first was old enough to vote.
Tax bills were delivered in person by the Tax Collector by traveling
to all parts of the town in the horse and wagon. Scxne of the resid-
ents would anticipate the annual visit, and have the money carefully
put away. Often they would offer the Tax Collector a glass of hard
cider frcm the cellar barrel. Serving as Moderator was for many years
just a day away frcm the farm work doing ones civic duty without pay.
Town Meeting day was the highlight of the year, and everyone saved
the time to be sure to be there.
I've seen the one-room schools disappear over the years to be
replaced by the large Elementary and Middle Schools. Families for
iteny years v*io lived on the south side of town on Route 4 sent their
children to school in Lee because it was too far to travel to the
nearest school in Harrington. When I was in graimiar school, the
teachers used to live with the local families, and the board and rocm
was included as part of their pay.
When we needed grain and farm supplies we would go to the center
of Harrington v^iere the old Haley Grain Mill used to stand at the
intersection of Route 9 and 125. Rochester Fair week was an irtport-
ant time of year, and the trains would stop at vihat is now the Lee
traffic circle to pick up passengers.
There were no paved roads in
town for many years, and when the
road was built in front of Sionny-
side Farm I earned $5 a day as
foreman of the job, a good day's
pay for those days.
I enjoy reading the old Town
Reports, reminiscing about the good
old days in Harrington, and trying
to keep up with all the new events
of the town as it continues to grow.
I was bom August 4, 1894, the son of Lewis and Ccxnfort (Blovint)
Pierce in the house in which I still live. This house was built
by ray grandparents Moses and Susan (Dunton) Pierce about 1860.
I attended school some in Harrington schools and the upper
grades at Madbury's Hayes School on Hayes Road about Ih, miles
vv^ich I had to walk to in those days.
I worked for a time at Haley's Grain Mill which was located
at the present junction of Route 125 and 9 on the Boston and
Maine Railroad.
This railroad was replaced by Route 125 in 1938.
There have been a lot of changes
in ray life tirae, especially in
prices of things in recent years.
James Dunton Pierce
1-13
"Letter From The Coiontry"
Nuclear War, No Shelter, No Escape
The roof on the Church in our town is maybe 40 feet above the ground,
give or take a bit, and v^iat's worrying us is how anyone is going to
hoist 120 cubic yards of dirt up there. Our quandry cones of having
boned up on the Reagan administration's Crisis Relocation Plan, one
aspect of v\^ich calls for putting at least a foot of earth on the
roofs of rural buildings that are designated for use as fallout shel-
ters. Naturally, the boys in Washington have a term for this pro-
cedure " crisis upgrading," they call it but a man we know calls
it "damned foolishness even if a building 'd stand all that extra
weight, and hardly one of em will," he says, "and even if you could
pile all that dirt on a pitched roof, v^iat's going to keep it there?"
The Church is not the only building to catch our eye; we've been tak-
ing a mental inventory of all the facilities in town because we've
just learned that the citizens of Monroe, Connecticut, v/ill be moving
here in case a nuclear attack is threatened, and we want to be ready
for them. There were at last count 14,010 souls in Monroe, and civil
defense officials in Connecticut anticipate that 8,900 of thera, having
read in Protection in the Nuclear Age what constitutes a proper sur-
vival kit, will pack up their clothes, canned goods, medicines, drink-
ing water, sleeping bags, flashlight, battery-powered radio, various
tools (they'll need shovels to help us get that dirt onto the roof)
,
money, credit cards, and their wills, and after bidding farewell to
pets and any loved ones unfortunate enough to be too sick to travel,
will head for one of the three "host towns" in Vermont to v^ich they
have been assigned. There they will stay until someone (presumably
President Reagan or his successor, who will be circling above tlie
mushroon clouds in a windowless, specially shielded, $250 million
airborne ccatimand post) sounds the all-clear.
Before getting into this any deeper, we'd like to urge that the folks
in Monroe avoid taking Route 1-91 to Vermont if possible, since a
lot of their neighbors frcm Connecticut will be coming that way. In
fact, 653,000 Connecticut residents will be heading for the Green
Mountain State, according to the Federal Qnergency Management Agency
(FEMA) , v^ich is charged with moving 150 million Americans from cities
and other high-risk locations to the countryside. Assuming that all
those people have access to an automobile (and a big automobile, at
that, to hold everything the family needs for a rural sojourn of in-
detemtdnate length) , and assuming an average of three people to a
vehicle, we will have approximately 218,000 cars heading north fron
Connecticut. 1-91 will accoitmodate 2,800 cars per hour (assuming no
breakdowns, accidents, panic, or other problems) so it will take at
least 78 hours—a little better than three days—for those autoriobiles
to cross the Vermont state line buitper to bunper en route to their
destinations
.
Once they arrive in ^1anchester Center and we should warn those
v*io insist on taking 1-91 that the going will be slower (a lot slower)
after they get off the interstate and drive west on Route 11 they
should ask directions to their host town. But under no circumstances
should they linger in Manchester Center, because the residents of
Ridgefield, Connecticut will be arriving there at the same time, and
even on a normal, noncritical day there is usually a traffic jam at
the intersection of Routes 11, 30 and 7. ( This is bound to be even
worse after the new Grand Union opens, disgorging shoppers onto Route
7, and the state begins widening Routes 11 and 30 betweeen the Center
and the Depot .
)
It's safe to say that no one in our town has decided exactly v\^ere
the folks from Monroe will be housed. We're guessing that about
3,000 of them will be staying with us (that's almost twice the pop-
lation of our town) , while the remaining Monrovians go to the other
host towns assigned then. Meantime, we will have to find 40 square
feet of living space for each of oior guests in what FE^ calls a
"congregate care facility." No one around here has ever seen a con-
gregate care facility, but if you were to take the four public build-
ings the school, the Church, the post office, and the library—and
add the three inns, the sportsmen's club, and the alternative school,
you'd have a fair amount of space. And if you add the grocery store,
the general store, and the hardware store (though the first two are
so jammed with merchandise it's hard to see how they'd accommodate
overnight guests) , you could probabley manage.
Perhaps this is the place to point out that FEMA's plans "do not call
for placing evacuees in private homes," but even so, a few Monroe
visitors might find themselves in luck. We see that the Department
of Housing and Urban Development has published guidelines for re-
quisitioning private hemes "whose owners have disappeared" following
a nuclear attack, and HUD has suggestions covering such thorny pro-
blems as determining what is a fair rent, which applicants have pri-
ority, v^at the gro\ands are for evicting tenants, and when to return
the property to lawful owners vdio unexpectedly reappear. And if an
attack actually occurs, preventing the people from Monroe frcm re-
turning to their homes in Connecticut, they will find that the post
office has available postage-free Emergency Change of Address cards
so that they can notify surviving relatives and friends of their
v^ereabouts
.
It is not certain what will happen when Peltier's Market runs out of
food, but according to a FEMA spokesman, food wholesalers throughout
New England will be asked to change their distribution pattern so that
"instead of delivering food daily to outlets in the larger cities and
less frequently to smaller towns, the pattern would be reversed."
That would certainly seem to answer the food question, especially
if truck drivers remain on the job during and after a nuclear attack,
as key workers are expected to do.
If, by some unfortunate error or miscalculation, the nuclear strike
does not follow FEMA's assumptions, and Vermont, instead of Connect-
icut, is botibed, the visitors from Monroe will have a lot of pick-
and-shovel work to do, along with the rest of us, converting their
congregate care facilities into fallout shelters by hauling earth
up onto the roof. (Regrettably, nothing in the literature tells how
you collect dirt if the ground is frozen solid.) Once everyone is
inside his or her shelter, each person will be assigned a 10-square-
foot living space (that's two feet by five) ; then shelter leaders
and ccitmittees will be elected. Those who may have wondered about
venturing out of the shelter vAien radioactive fallout is in the vi-
cinity will be reassured to note that a recent study at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory assumes that elderly persons will be sent out in
search of food and other supplies. The question to be decided by the
residents of each shelter is whether Grairp will be readmitted after
he returns with food: what about all that radioactive dust the old
boy will track in on his shoes?
As we see it, the trouble with making plans for what the citizenry
will do in the event of nuclear war is that before long you begin
to accept the possibility of nuclear war, when in all truth, the only
way to plan for a nuclear war is to plan never to have one.
America's children know this. When four of them wrote recently to
Vermont's Senator Patrick J. Leahy to ask about "the nature of nuclear
war," they told him "we have some serious concerns about. .. .what life
would be like after a nuclear attack." After observing that "there
are extensive escape and shelter plans arranged for the President and
for top military officials, "they wanted to know "Are there any of
these kinds of plans available for American school children?"
Reprinted with permission from
Blair & Ketchum's Country Joiomal
January 1983. Copywrite 1983
by Country Journal Publishing Co., Inc.
Salvatore Farina, our Health Officer and I attended the Crisis
Relocation table top mini-exercise in Portsmouth where we re-
ceived a 127 page book detailing actions to be taken by Risk
Area and Host Area citizens in case of a threat of nuclear
attack. It was very serious and enlightening - I was glad I
went.
However, vhen I read the "Letter from the County" printed in the
Country Journal January issue concerning this Crisis Relocation
plan created in Washington by fear of a nuclear attack, I
couldn't help laughing. It not only raised the same questions I









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Barrington qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said district
on the 8th day of March 1983, at 10:00 O'clock in the forenoon, to
act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ccxning year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Monber of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose one Auditor for two years.





THE STATE OF NIW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Barrington qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Barrington Middle
School in said district on the 14th day of March 1983, at 7:30
O'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To see if the School District will authorize the School
Board to transfer prior to May 31, 1983 an amount not to
exceed three thousand two hundred sixty-seven dollars and
twenty-six cents ($3,267.26) from the Capital Project Fund
to the General Fund and to further, instruct the School
Board to apply said sum of money on the principal of the
loan authorized by the 1981 Annual School District Meeting
for the purpose of replacing the window units and heating
system at the Barrington Elementary School.
3. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appro-
priate a sum of money not to exceed fifteen thousand dollars
($15,000) from the unencumbered balance at the end of the
1982-83 fiscal year. Said sum of money will be deposited
in a Capital Reserve Fund in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 35 for the purpose of financing all or part of the
cost of new construction to satisfy future space needs for
the School District.
4. To see v^at sum of money the School District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of
School District officials and agents, and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the School District.
5. To see if the School District will vote to authorize the
School Board to purchase for the sum of One Dollar ($1.00)
and to accept on behalf of the Barrington School District
real estate from the TOwn of Barrington on the southerly
side of Province Lane, so called, which the Town of Barrington
will transfer to the Barrington School District to vest full
title to the School District in the Barrington Middle School
and the driveway and necessary appurtenant grounds in agree-
ment with map drawn by Fred Drew dated Septonber 1981, or to
take any other action therewith.
6. To see if the School District will authorize the School Board
to make application for and to receive and expend in the name
of the School District, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other
funds for educational purposes as may now or hereafter be
forthcoming fran the United States Government, and/or State
agencies; private agencies and/or other sources in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 198:20-b.
7. To choose agents and coitmittees in relation to any subject
Qtibraced in this warrant.
8. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.













































REPORT OF THE HARRINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE HISTORICAL SOCIETTY
The Society's 1982 year began in March with slides and lecture by
Will Elwell of the New Hanpshire Farm Museum in Milton. April's pro-
gram was presented by Robert Whitehouse with slides on a Trolley Ride
frcm Sawyers at Dover to the Somersworth-Berwick Bridge. May is our
annual meeting with election of officers and " Show and Tell " program.
June brought forth enjoyment when Robert Vamey presented his slides
on Covered Bridges. Septanber opened with slides on " Yorktown, 200
Years Later " by Harold Femald. In October, members visited Durham's
newly restored museum. November, our guest speaker was Mrs. Fred Greeifi
and her enchanting stories and display of Teddy Bears. In December,
Joel Sherburne showed his excellent slides of Barrington's 250th
Anniversary
.
The public is cordially invited to attend the Society's meetings
vdiich are held the first Wednesday of the month, March thru June and





REPORT ON TOW^? WATER RESOURCES
1. BACKGROUND : Article 14 of the 1982 Town Warrant proposed "To see
if the Town will raise the sum of $2,500 for a study to locate under-
ground water supplies and sources throughout the Tcwn of Barrington."
Ihe proposal was tabled for one year pending the publication of a
"Southeastern N.H. \vater Resoiorces Stiidy" by the U. S. Army Corps of
Eiigiiieers" . Ihis Study was published in August, 1982. The study con-
tains a oocrpr^sisive evaluaticai of fifty seacoast ccmnunities includ-
ing Barringtcxi. The information relative to water resources in Barr-
ingtcffi is reassuring and is deoned to fulfill the requironait stated
in Article 14 of the 1982 Town Warrant.
2. SCOPE : Ihis report is based essentially on the Army Corps of Eiig-
ineers study, hereafter referred to as the AC of E study. It includes
information oti pc^xilaticai, location of major aquifers, water quality
and a discussicai of the future development of water usage and protect-
ion.
3. POPUTATICN :
A. The AC of E study contains a populaticxi projection v*iich
has since been adopted by the State of New Hampshire. The projected
growth of Bsirrington is as follows:
i1^\R 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030
EST. POP. 4,392 5,781 6,897 7,265 7,265 7,456
% Change
in prior 135.5% 32% 19% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6%
10 years
B. DENSITY : With 47.1 square miles, Barrington has a current
populaticn doosity of 93 persons per square miles. Ihis is expected
to rise to 122 by 1990 and to 158 by the year 2030. For cotparative
purposes, the pc^xilaticai density in Dover is now 856 persons per square
rule and is expected to increase to 1,059 by 2030. Barrington will
retain its rural flavor for a while.
4. ?Quu:iLi<S : An aquifer is a natural underground water reservoir.
Of the 50 cottinunities s^un-'^eyed, Barrington ranks third in underground
water storage. Only Portsmouth and Rochester possess aquifers of
greater area than the two major aquifers located in Barrington. Thes^
underground pools of sand and gravel saturated with water are located
generally as follows:
A. Aguifer BA-1 is vdiolly contained within the Tcwn. It ex-
taids from the vicinity of the Tcwn ball fields on Smoke Street, down
eadi side of Mallego Brook and along route 9 to the vicinity of Major
Waldrcai's Sportsman's Club. Twd extensions protrude in a northerly
and southerly direction along route 125. It has an average depth of
47 '"feet, although drillings in excess of 80 feet have been known. The
aquifer has an estimated yield of 1.3 million gallons per day. Citizens
who are interested can observe the trace of this aquifer by noting




B. i^^uifer BA.-2 is shared with Itochester and DcA'er in the
Northeast part of tcwn. Ihe Barringtcxi share is about one third of a
square mile in extent and has an estimated yield of 879,000 gallons
per day.
C. See Appendix A. for a graphic illustraticai of Aquifers
BA-1 and BA-2.
D. There are undoubtedly a large nurriber of snaller aquiferjs
located throughout Harrington. Even in the hi<^.er areas of ItwH there
are shallow wells with histories of rarely, if ever, going dry. Locatj-
ing and defining snail aquifers is not new either feasible or necess-
ary.
5. OIHER WATER SOUECES :
A. Additional groundwater is doubtlessly available throu^-
out Town v^erever joints or fractures in the bedrock allow groundvvater
collecticHi. Ihe oil and gas exploration drilling east of Swains Lake
in 1982 encountered water gushing at about 500 gallcxis per minute as
the drill approached 2300 feet. Ihis indicates the presence of sub-
stantial quantities of water in the bedrock.
B. Of the 50 ccnmunities surveyed, Barrington ranked third
in acreage of freshwater ponds and lakes. In additon to the ten lakes
and great ponds (over 10 acres each) , the USDA Conservaticxi Service
has identified 26 sirall farm ponds and other irapoundraents in Barring-
tOTi. In the past two decades, beavers have added another half dozen
or so shallow pc^xis. While the lakes and ponds do not provide a direct
source of potable water they do assist in limiting runoff and in the
recharge of our underground reser\-oirs.
C. Barrington has several rivers and streams, \vhile these
do not pro^'ide a direct source of water, except for minor irrigaticai
projects, the^' too, assist in the recharge of aquifers. Mallego Brocrfc,
for exaitple, is essential for the recharge of aquifer BA-1.
D. The AC of E stiidy identified 56 potential reservoir
sites in the seacoast area. Seven of these are in Barringtcri ; three
on the Isinglass, two on Mallego Brook and two on the Oyster River.
In view of the abundance of underground water in the irrmediate area,
the Anw Corps of Engineers does not reccrmend the developmait of a
reservoir in Barrington.
6. SURRXJNDPJG AREA : The knowledge that Barringtcai is self suff-
icient with regard to water resources is not, in itself, reassuring
if surrounding ccmunities face shortages and loc^ to Barrington for
a solution. Just such an occasicai arose in the late seventies wtjoi
State planning authorities contemplated the construction of a reser-
voir on the Isinglass River in Barrington in order to relieve an anti'-
cipated shortage of water in Portsmouth. This is no longer the case;
ccmunities in the Seacoast area will be able to provide water for
future needs, at least until the yaar 2030. Neighboring ccnmunities
are endowed, with regard to water, as follows:
-3-
A. Rochester: In addition to four surface reservoirs, Roch-
ester shares an enormous aquifer with Farmington and has potential beq-
rock sources.
B. Madbury and Lee possess two aquifers each.
C. Dover has two small aquifers and shares another with
Barrington and Rochester. Using currently operated resources Dover
will have an excess capability of only 100,000 gallons of water per
day by the year 2030. However, the City has other resources including
the use of treated water frem the Cocheco River or using Cocheco Riven
waters to recharge aquifers BA-2.
D. No serious problems are forecast for Nottingham, North-
wood or Strafford.
E. Durham uses treated water frcam the Oyster River backed
up by access to the Lamprey River. It is projected that Durham will
have to increase the capacity of treatment facilities but will not be
affected by a shortage of water resources. Barrington has moral and
legal obligations to protect the source and upper reaches of the Oy-
ster River to ensure the continued quality of water in Durham.
F. In addition to a surface reservoir, Portsmouth possess
the largest aquifer of the 50 communities studied.
7. WATER QUALITY :
A. The following AC of E description of water quality in the gen-
eral study area is also descriptive of water quality in Barrington.
"...groundwater in the SENH study area is good. It is generally pleas-
ing in appearance with most of it clear and colorless and containing
very little suspended matter. Analyses show that chemical constitu-
ents and properties of the groundwater are usually well under or with-
in accepted health limits. .. .While overall groundwater quality is very
good, there are local problons. Iron and Manganese may occur in con-
centration greater than the Environmental Protection Agency's recom-
mended limits for drinking water. There have been recorded cases of
wells being forced to shut down because of high concentrations of iron
and manganese—The groundwater is weakly acidic with a pH of less
than 7.0 and problems with corrosion of metal plumbing systems have
been known to occur .
"
B. An extensive analysis of several wells in Barrington in August,
1981 confirms the foregoing. The U. S. Department of Interior Geolo-
gical Survey Central Laboratory in Atlanta, Georgia analysed water
sanples frcm Barrington for 64 elanents and ccxtpounds. Concentrations
of dangerous elements were well within the limits prescribed by the
U. S. Public Health Service. This does not mean that all of our
wells are safe for all time. The underground movement of water can
result in a harmful concentration of natural elements at spot locatiohs.
Surface duitping of toxic chemicals can cause more wide-spread contam-
ination. Vie need to be alert to protect the very good water we poss-
ess.
-4-
8. RELATED MATTERS : The AC of E Report conlains the following additij-
onal information not pertinent to this report, but of possible value
in future Tcwn planning .
:
A. Conservation Measures. A catiprehensive discussion of water)
conservation Treasures v*dch may be arployed during times of water
scarcity
.
B. Municipal Water System Etevelopn^ent . A step by step guide
for planning and inplanenting a municipal water syst<gn.
C. Assistance Organizations . A list of State and Federal Agen-
cies with a description of their functions with regard to water re-
sources .
9. THE FUTURE :
A. General . Harrington new possesses a rich quantity of good
quality water. That does not mean that every household will perpet-
laally enjoy abundant amounts of pure water. In dry seasons seme shal-
low wells will continue to run dry. Unpalatable or unhealthy concen-
trations of natural minerals will, on occasion, contaminate individual
wells. Man made contamination will occur frem time to time. It is
essential that each homeowner continue to take ccxmion sense precautions
in guarding his own water source.
B. Municipal Water Supply . The AC of E study predicts that
Harrington will require a municipal water system for the central part
of Town by the year 2030. The prediction is based on anticipated pop-^
ulation growth and a cc«Tparison with the growth of other towns and the
point at vdiich each opted for a municipal water system. The study
estimates the initial cost for a water systan in Barrington would be
$369,000 with annual operating costs of $36,000.
C. Discussion of a Municipal Water System . If the prediction
of a need for a municipal water systen is correct, it means that Barr-
ington is faced with the installation of a system that is expensive to
install and maintain and can result in a markedly reduced quality of
drinking water. The study may be in error. The model developed to
s)jbstantiate the forecast may not have included the following special
circumstances and attitudes prevailing in our Town.
(1) Barrington is rich in surface and s\±)surface water re-
sources .
(2) Barrington did not develop around a central mill area
,
as did the majority of towns in the Seacoast area. Recent regulations
have tended to ensure scattered rather than concentrated growth. Whete
concentrations of popiiLation have occured, water is provided by priva,t€
water systons as in the mobile hare parks and apartment conplexes.
(3) Many Barrington citizens are aware of the problems en-
gendered by municipal water systans. Scarcely a week goes by without,
a newspaper report of the high costs, massive leakages, road disrupt-l
ions, or contamination of water associated with municipal systems.
-5-
"Ihese reports are confirmed when individuals from some neighboring
towns with muncipal systems come to Harrington periodically to fill
jugs with drinking water.
D. Protection of Water Supplies .
1. Barrington water is now protected to a degree by a body
of State and Federal regulations. Laws governing insecticides, land-
fills, septic systons, topsoil stripping, dredging and filling and
lumbering practices have helped keep our water potable. Our own Mast^
Plan and zoning regulations have contributed to this protection by in-
sioring dispersion, limiting innpervious ground cover and providing the
necessary legal background for further limitations of contaminating
practices
.
2. The Town may, and probably should, develop an aquifer
protection district to ensure preservation of the very valuable aquifer
(BA-1) in the central part of Town. While there is usually reluctance
to inhibit an individual's use of his own land, the importance of con-
serving an asset as valuable as water should justify a reasonable body
of restrictions.
3. More important than laws is the attitude of citizens.
Each of us needs to be aware of dangerous or thoughtless use or dis-
posal of pesticides, waste oil and other contamanints . We need to us^
common sense in protecting our cwn wells and reporting unlawful prac-
tices v^ich may jeopardize the water supplies of others.
10. Conclusions .
A. Barrington has an adequate supply of good water for present
and future needs.
B. Towns and cities near Barrington have adequate supplies of
water. No citizen of Barrington will be relocated to make room for a
reservoir to supply a neighboring Town.
C. Where imanicipal water systems have been developed in the




A. That the Tcwn develop regulations for the protection of
aquifer BA-1. Sample regulations of other Towns have been provided
by the N.H. Office of State Planning.
B. That citizens of the Town remain alert to the possibility
of water contamination from external sources.
C. That the Army Corps of Engineer Study be retained on file
in the Town Offices as valuable source for any further problems re-







Chris Scmmers (N.H. Office of
State Planning)
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SV'JAINS LAKE ASSOCIAITCN ADVISORY OCt^tLlTEK REPORT
At the request of the Selectnen, Town of Barrington, the Swains
Lake Association appointed the following to serve on the Advisory
Corrmittee: Albert Shiely, Jr., Richard Bottcm, Koi Allaire, Stan
Curran and Walt Goossens, Chainran.
The carmittee was charged with (1) providing oversi<^t as to the
progress of the dam repairs and (2) reporting to zhe Selectmen as
to the general ccxiditicgis of the lake.
It was' agreed that the Advisory Carmittee wculd report twice a year,
on or about 1 July and 15 Septoifcer, after the June and August
meetings of Swains Lake Associaticn. Ihey would also provide other
input as developed.
The task of obtaining the dam, repairing the dam and irrproving the
adjacent ground and the required installaticn of fencing has been
acconplished.
While the water level was down for repairs, several itsns became
apparent w+iich warranted a nuii±)er of observaticxis being made to the
Selectmen. These included:
NAVIGATION HAZARDS - Rocks and tree stumps lurking 3 or 4
feet belcw high water level.
BARRIER - between the two main porticxis of the lake.
HAPHAZARD MARKING - state marking of rock formaticns is
haphazard at best.
STATE AND FEDERAL ASSISTANCE - that the possibility of such
assistance to correct navigational hazards be checked.
AERIAL PHOTOS - that aerial photos should be taken to
accurately pin point danger spots, so that as resources
become avaxlable, now and in the future, danger spots
can be located and eliainated.
RETCAINING LOW WATER LEVEL - suggested that curreit low
water level be maintained until the lake freezes over so
that a "stunp out Sunday" can be organized to remove 3
to 4 feet fron the underwater sturtps.
BOAT LAUNCH AREA - certain suggestions to inprove the
launch site were made. Some related thoughts were relayed
to the Town Beach Carmittee for consideration.
All the details of these observations were presented to the Select-
men in writing and we trust are under consideration. As of this
writing, aerial photos have besi obtained, courtesy of Selectmai
C. Soule.
We extend our appreciation to the voters of the Town, Town officials
and Swain's Lake Association members for saving and preserving Swains
Lake at ncminal cost. Ihe original- Swains Lake Association donation
of $37,000 plus its supplemental donation of $3,534.59, with related





















REPORT OF THE BEACH CO^MIITEE
Itie CCTtnittee was formed for the purpose of selecting a potential site
for a beacii for the Town of Harrington.
Guidelines fran the Selectmen were:
1. Serve 4000 residents with no access to water.
2. Density of use to be more than 50, less than 1000.
One of the first things we looked into was the matter of liability in-
siirance. The Kendall agency advised that the town was covered by the
current policy', at no additional cost, with the understanding that a
review of conditions at the selected site might require some additional
action by the town, such as a fence, locked gate, etc.
We next checked with the State of New Hampshire Water Resources Board
on the situation with Mendum's Pond. The committee was advised that
the Water Resources Board would entertain a request by the Town of Barrt-
ington to enter into a long term lease similar to that offered several
years ago but tiomed down by the town.
In this regard, the catmittee noted a report prepared by Mr. John Barr,
dated June 20, 1979, which pointed out the problems associated with
operation of a town beach at Mendum's Pond. These problems still renaih
and would need to be addressed if the Mendum's site were selected. The
ccmnittee does not recotmend this solution.
An extensive search was made for other suitable locations. Ayers Pond,
Richardson Pond, Winkley Pond, the Isinglass River, and Swains Lake
were all considered. We discovered that only Swains Lake had any sites
v^ich even came close to being satisfactory.
Swains Lake offered three potential locations to be investigated. These
were:
The area of the dam - Although there is scxne real estate in the arda
now owned by the town, the ccxtmittee felt that there was not enough
for more than a few people to use the area at one time. There is a
severe parking problem in the area and the possibility of the dam
being an attractive nuisance could cause liability problons for th^
tcwn. This site was rejected by the ccmmittee.
The area of the boat launch - The camiittee discovered there is a
parcel of land near the boat launch, across Young Road for sale.
The parcel is approximately 1.65 acres in size with 485 feet front-
age on Swains Road and 145 feet on Young Road. The parcel abuts
the existing parking area. Checking further, we found that the
land east of the boat launch between the water and Beauty Hill Roaa,
is tvo separate lots. The ccamittee was of the opinion that neither
lot was suitable for building under current guidelines and might
possibly be obtained by the town. We also found that on the south
side of Young Road, just west of the causeway, is another lot which
is probably not suitable for building. Taken all together, the aria
has the potential for a beach area for the town. We must point oulf,
however, that significant work would be required to make a satis-
factory beach. The problem of safety should also be addressed
since there voild be considerable pedestrian traffic across and
along Young Road and mixing boat traffic and swimning in such a
confined area may not be wise. It is not clear that the parking
area would be large enough to acoamcdate the expected rajrber of
users.
Conmercial property - We discovered a piece of octmercial property
for sale on the south end of Swains Lake. Ihe property is about
an acre in size and has 75 feet of water frontage. The price, how-
ever, was prciiibitive, and we felt the site was not suitable for
that reason.
To summarize, the ccranittee felt that ncffje of the sxtes considered on
Swains Lake were both ccrrpletely acceptable and affordable.
The final alternative ccxisidered by the ocximittee was that of a swim-
ming pool. Rough estimates for a 30 x 60 foot pool ranged fran $8000
to $20,000, depending on the type of ocxistructicxi. Although the cost
seemed high, the coitinittee noted that the purchase of undevel<X5ed water-
front property on caie of the pcaids in the area could easily be as high.
This alternative seems to offer several other advantages.
The pool could be located near the BYA ball diamonds and add to the
recreational use of that area by the town. It is more or less c^itrally
located, and has the potential to ser\'^e as the hub of family recreaticxi
activities in the town. V7ith proper fencing the prt±)lems of ccsitrol
can be simplified, especially since the area is not remote and the
chance of citizens detecting unauthorized use or acts of vandalisn was
felt to be greater than for sites like hSa^ium's Pond.





V. REPORTS OF HARRINGTON'S CITIZENS
76
CHANGES IN OUP. TRANSPORTATICHSI
Although a product of the Mid West - Central Missouri, I feel that
this State - this Town is a part of me. So is its history. What I
have experienced and observed in this subject no doubt you have too -
if you're old enough!
Perhaps ray first marory of transportation roniains pecularly my own -
for my father took his fandly to church Sunday mornings in a lumber
wagon. There was a wheel chair holding my crippled sister that had to
be roped in. There was mother and I and "Charity" our beloved
"helper"' . My father was Superintendent of that Sunday school and af tei,
church and we had dinner, he saddled up "Dan", took me in front of
him, and rode off to another dencmination ' s Sunday school and
Superintended it. Horses played an important part in travel. In
fact, the only part. In the far off cities experiments were being
made to perfect a power driven car, but with limited success. My
father was a blacksmith and childhood playing around the shop was a
pretty pleasant time. I used to ride a side saddle and wear a
voluminous riding skirt, but not for long. Soon my companions and I
rode astride with divided skirts. We used both English and Western
saddles . Next came the "Springwagon"with a ccsnfortable seat , and
lighter in weight. Usually two horses pulled this, as well as the
Surrey. There was the one with "the fringe on top" and the more
sturdy type that was kept open except when there was inclement weather.
Then side and front curtains were snapped in place - made of rubber-
ized canvas cloth. Then, there was the Buggy- wasn't it wonderful to
drive your own all around town? And such very delightful people
used them to call on friends and neighbors. There was the minister,
the doctor, the man selling products. The buggy has not been entirely
discarded. You can still find them in Amish country. And maybe there
are treasures right here in Harrington. Can you imagine I was about
to forget the other "beast of burden", that strong, fearless loyal,
but often stubborn friend that few farmers couldn't do without - the
mule. Once while riding with my parents in the Springwagon our
mules stopped suddenly throwing me on the tongue right between them.
Inmediately , these dear creatures "froze" like statues until my
father rescued my.
The snowmobile, skies and all these machines and human furnishings
that move people about so quickly have added to our enjoyment and
maybe usefulness but every invention results in added problems.
Still one does not long for those "good old days". Actually,
though we respect them going back abit. Before the snow plow -
horses were used to pull this heavy vehicle. They also pulled
the heavy sleds and the lighter metal and wood sleighs. These
were our more romantic years with bells ringing and "sings" at
peoples houses.
I ronieniber the first autonobile I ever saw. A group of us stood
behind a picket fence and watched this strange contraption as it
advajiced down the road. I was five. I also ranember the second one.
I got to ride in that one. A cousin in a brand new monster of a car,
asked the teacher of our country school to have permission to take
all ten of us for a ride. Although it was "in tirae of books" she
consented saying it would be a treat we would raniember all our lives.
Fran that time on, autcsnobiles - we never called than "cars" were
frequently seen on our roads. If we were driving horses and met an
auto we sanetimes had to get out and stand by the horses head and
speak calming words to the frightened animal. The style and all
working parts of the automobile has gone through a great change
since we had to "get out and get uhder" but we have a great love and
respect for this speedy way of moving about. During all ray growing
up years and, until rather recently trains were rolling. They still
nove some places. What a wonderful way of getting seme place distant
train travel was I I have ridden alot on trains. There was that time
that the train man in St. Louis placed me on the wronc train for
Phoenix and I got a free ride into the North West that lasted twelve
extra hours I I regret tliat our now children miss all the excitonent
of a Pullman Sleeper, the delights of a Dining Car, the Observaticai
Car, and the thrill of the train whistle
I
We must acknowledge we owe a debt of gratitude to buses local and
around the country. I have ridden the bus fran ocean to ocean and
appreciate the service. And where would our schools be without the
bus system? Nor must we forget the street car which many of us
caught every day to get to work and hone. They still run - but not
so gloriously. The useful "cabs"and taxis are still about and sane-
times used.
For longer than I am old, we've had bicycles . True, they have changed
in appearance and in efficiency, but people of all ages have and are
still riding them. Such a splendid way to get about I Then there is
the notorcycle were a rarity but still in existence v^en I was young
I have nothing to say against them, but not much for them either!
There is a newer type of vehicle that while hardly used for mass
transportation is a most welcome addition to our mode of travel. I
am certainly grateful to Harrington's own ambulance and to those fine
young people who so quickly responded to our call one morning last
September and "carried" me to Frisbee Memorial vv^ere I got almost
instant relief fron stabbing pain. Such gentle but knowledgeable
hands I Such kindness personified I Thank you - officers, staff - all
of you.
Now we are living in the air age where
we are able to travel with unheard of
speed and have many comforts, also.
Some individuals own their cv,n planes.
I will permit others to predict what
lies ahead in travel. I have enjoyed
the past. I enjoy the present. I
trust for the future.
I^largueritte Critchett
(photo by D. Arlin)
Harold Flower bom 1898 - Bethel, Vermont - father died 1901, we
moved to Lynn, Mass, worked in the leather and shoe trade and for
Metropolitan Life Insurance - as an agent.
Addie (Carter) Flower bom 1898 - at the old Caverly place on
Province Road in Strafford - the Caverly place was a tavern in
1792 - Addie was a shoe stitcher in Lynn, Mass - we met there,
leaving World War I Army late Deceinber 1918 - we married in 1919.
Because of ill health we moved to her father's fann, the Hanson
Carter farm on Old Range Road off Province Road in 1931 - we
raised poultry and I drove a truck for Leon Calef to Boston and
New York markets.
I was elected Treasurer for the Town in 1935 - in 1936 I was
elected Selectman - over 15 years - State Representative, County
Camiissioner - in the 50 's was Superintendent or Director of the
County hoTie and County jail - Addie was Matron, I was Superinten-
dent under two administrations - we had over 100 head of cattle,
pigs, large gardens, raised our own beef and used prison labor
both outside and in the heme.
Addie active in 4-H work - Wanen's Club President - Garden Club,
Friendly Club. Both members of Congregational Church - Grange -
Historical Society. During the war both active in civilian
defense - Addie to Air Force school in Boston - learning for
teaching plane spotting and observation - Air Raid Wardens.
I was a State fire lookout watchman on Blue Job for over eight
years. Fire Warden 20 years - Health Officer - Deputy Sheriff -
and other Town positions - monber Barrington Volunteer Fire
Department. Past President of Strafford County Fire Association,
Strafford County Law Enforcement, started property tax map for
Town and still do updating.
1931 and 32 was a rough winter the plow got to the top of Mt.
Misery - Baily and Goff - now Nippo Golf Club - the next heme
was vacant now Don Bosco - then the Arlin place - Critchett place
was vacant - then Dsneritts. This road was the main road, mail
route, school route to Bow Lake. The snow plow did not come for
over 40 days. We called the Selectmen about shoveling our way out,
they agreed to half price 15C per hour - Ray Baily 's truck would
ram into the snow as far as he could, we would shovel another
50 ft or so - and dig - we did get out - after a couple of days.
We went to see the Selectmen about pay and they refused to pay -
they did give Baily $10 for the use of the truck - THOSE WERE IHE
GOOD OLD DAYS.





When I came as a bride to Barrington, almost fifty-five years ago,
we had no electricity from a power line. Bottled gas had not become
available, so we heated and cooked entirely by wood. It was not un-
usual for a horse drawn vehicle to pass our house. There was no cent-
ralized school, but several one roc«ii schools which adequately educated
the sjrall school population. The town house was the little brown house
on the hill by the Capen tcxnb, and the Selectinen conducted the town
affairs upstairs, with no assistants . There were two tiers of benches
along the walls on the first floor where town meetings and gatherings
were held. Town Clerks and Tax Collectors carried on the town's affairs
in their own hanies. Many social activities were held in the hall over
Calef's store. The ^^fcxiien's Club was a thriving and very active group,
all of seven years old, but there was no Garden Club. In the winter,
no attanpt was made to heat the library, but folks like Mattie Swain,
Gertrude Haley, and Sadie Smith took books, and loaned them to people
in their neighborhoods.
Norman was bom in our hcfne, and has lived here all of his seventy-nine
years. He has been involved with road work of all kinds as it developed.
In 1927, the art of snow removal was in its infancy; however, he was
clearing our mail route with a wooden plow on a Caterpillar tractor.
Very few roads were surfaced and spring and fall "road scraping" were
done with a horse drawn road machine adapted to a tractor. He, also,
cwned the first power shovel in town.
I loved Barrington fifty-five years ago, and still love it today.
Dorothy and Norman Berry
I caBie to Barringror,. fror Ic/er _' .-^r^l, i:-5-£. Sijjce tiiai I ts";^
seal aBK^ changes. 1!-£ pcp^la^Lcr. n_s- r^ .e ixcled. So 33^17 niae
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all fa^Bitifully k^3t :^. Also rs&: t:Sm rralier carfis :;' ' -«=:.= — - --"
the graaids well kept. :ji©.- reeds r.a-/e zfEsc aiiilt, iraff:LC 1^3^-;:=
installed. ?«ew cxEEtr-iX'' J::"-':'rjr5 ha-.-e zea: builr. Se hs-.^
^
tp to date fire staticr, pcli.ce zrc-rectim, B.Z-M-S. ;y»T''=r-<:y ser-
vics secmri to none. All ^^^zjzarzsz 'f3:nz peccle. -^jete are sc sssrv
re re _~ rtr^saerrts - toe rzxieraus re rsem^cr.. C»jr irrircres and
z-^~- -'•: together cr. ijc^ -rvrys tc pecx be^cer= cf jxci.es, deli-.^sr
Itiere axe many many changes in Harrington, since I was bom here
82 years ago, and I will try to reminisce about a few. As we reach back
in our heritage, trains played a vital roll, and so we were fortunate
to have a railroad run through the east part of the town, which afforded
a means of transportation, and also a source of obtaining goods, merch-
andise and mail. In 1935 the trains were discontinued and the railroad
bed became a highway. Nearby was a grain mill, operated by the Haley
family. Here grain was ground and one could obtain feed for their stocK.
In the building, now the V.F.W. Hall, was a blacksmith shop own-
ed and operated by VJilliam Davis. Here I often drove the family horse
to be shod. It was most interesting to watch the blacksmith hear the
horse shoe in the forge and then haimer it on the anvil to fit the
horse's hoof.
Just beyond this shop was a one roan Oak Hill School, which I
attended for several years. Fifteen of these typical schools were dis-
persed throughout the town. In 1938 a fcxir roan central school was open-
ed to acconitodate all the elonentary pupils.
The first Post Office I renanber was in a roan in the house new
CTvned by Dwi^t Haley. Mail came by train, and there was one R.F.D.
Route to service the south part of town, mail being delivered by horse
drawn vehicle. Later it was moved to Calef 's store, and then fran 1925-
1965 it vjas operated by Postmaster Harold W. Henderson. Now it is loc-
ated at the Harrington r-lall.
Ellectricity came to Harrington in the thirties which afforded us
to have many modem conveniences.
Look at our roads today, nearly all paved, where in the olden
days, they were muddy in spring, dusty in the summer, and laden with
drifted sncw in the winter.
I remember the town meetings in the old town hall. Many times
I climbed the crooked stairs, when I was Town Treasurer, to a roan on
the second floor, to meet with the Selectmen, to transact the town's
business
.
I found this poen which I feel captures the sentiment of the
Senior Citizens.
The Good Old Times
Sonetimes we sit and let our thought stray back to days
gone by.
The pleasing memories charm us, but we do not reason why.
It is because we let our thoughts dwell only on our joys.
And overlook the trails that upset our equipoise.
What was life fifty years ago without the telephone.
Or fifty years before that, when the railroads were unknown?
Hie typewriter, electric li^ts, airplanes, the radio.
Were all vaUancMn - just fancy! — not so many years ago.
Of course life thai was not so bad, it had its single charm;
There were no autcnicbiles then, to fill \js with alaim.
And there is no dei^ing that the good old times v*ere good.
But we cannot revive than nof/ — and would you, if you could?
Yes, I do indeed have fend aeraories of days gone by,
Katherine Henderson

VI. SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
OFFICERS OF THE BARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
1982-83
SOiOOL BOARD
Mrs. Rachel Millette Term Expires 1983
Mr. Lawrence Dubois Term Expires 1984
Mr, Richard Bottcm Term Expires 1985
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Barry L. Clough, B.Ed., M.A. , M.Ed.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS
Leon R. Worthley, B.A., M.A.














THE BARRINGTOSI SCHOOL DISTRICT FT.FTTTnNS
MAFiCH 9,1982
At the legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Harrington
qualified to vote in district affairs the following action was taken on
the ninth day of March, nineteen hundred eighty twL).
The meeting at the Town Hall in Barrington was called to order by
Moderator Frederick Timm, at fifty minutes past nisie o'clock in the
forenoon and closed at six thirty in the afternoon.
Number of eligible voters on the checklist 2025
Number of regular ballots cast 502
Number of absentee ballots cast 22
The following persons were chosen as officers of the school
district:
School Board Richard D. Bottcm (three years) 415 votes
Moderator Frederick N. Tinin (one year) 461 votes
Treasurer Katherine Swain (one year) 465 votes
Clerk Lauren Chase-Rowell (one year) 18 votes




88 HARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 15, 1982
At the legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Harrington School
District the following action was taken on the School Warrant on Monda^,
the fifteenth day of March, nineteen hundred eighty two.
The meeting at the Harrington Middle School was called to order by
Moderator Frederick Tiimi, at seven thirty in the afternoon.
A special contribution was awarded to the Harrington Jaycees by thd
School Board by giving than an "Outstanding Service Plaque". The
award was received by the President of the Harrington Jaycees, Steve
Sacco.
Article 1 : On motion made by Lawrence Dubois and seconded by Waldron
Haley, it was voted to hear the reports of agents, auditors,
comiittees, or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Article 2 ; On motion made by Waldron Haley and seconded by Julien
Olivier, it was voted that the School District will raise
and appropriate the sum of fifty-five thousand dollars
($55,000.00) to continue the practice of providing trans-
portation services at School District expense for all pupils
in attendance at the high schools in Rochester and Dover.
Article 3 : On motion made by Rachel Millette and seconded by Arthur
Cram, it was voted that the School District will raise and
appropriate one million, six hundred sixty seven thousand,
three hundred and nine dollars ($1,667,309.00) for the
support of schools, for the salaries of school district off-
cials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obliga-
tions of the school district.
It is to be understood that the appropriated sum of fifty-
five thousand dollars l( $55, 000. 00) to continue the practice
of providing transportation services as stated, approved,
and passed in Article 2 of the 1982 School Warrant be above
and in addition to the sum of one million, six hundred sijtt^
seven thousand, three hundred and nine dollars
($1,667,309.00).
Article 4 : On motion made by Waldron Haley and seconded by Rachel
Millette, it was voted that the School District authorize
the Treasurer with the approval of the School Board to
appoint a Deputy Treasurer for the 1982 to 1983 school year
and each year thereafter in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 197:24a and to provide bond for said Deputy Treas-
urer as provided in RSA 197:22.
At this time an explanation of the term "Deputy Treasurer"
was asked for. The School Board clarified and defined the
new position of Deputy Treasurer as a substitute Treasurer
being scffneone of availability if for any reason the present
Treasurer be unattainable or incapable of signing checks
and executing various other related activities in order to
avoid untimely delays and avenues by which results are
arrived at only through Superior Court procedures.
Article 5 :
On motion made by Lawrence Dubois and seconded by Douglas
Stevenson it was voted that the School District authorize
the Sqhool Board to make application for and to receive and
expend, in the name of the school district, such advances,
grants-in-aid, or other funds for educational purposes as
may now or hereafter be forthcxxtuiig frcsn the United States
Government and/or State agencies: private agencies, and/or
other sources.
Article 6 : On motion made by Rachel Millette and seconded by Waldron
Haley, it was voted to choose agents and committees in re-
lation to any subject embraced in the warrant.
Article 7 : On motion made by Harlan Calef and seconded by Wilber Heath
>
it was voted that commendation be given to ccxtinittees and
volunteers. Special thanks and deep appreciation went to
Waldron Haley after serving the Town of Harrington for thre^
years as a menber of the School Board.
There being no other business to cone before this



















































































DEPARIMENr OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
ConcxDrd, NH 03301




Your report of appropriations voted and property taxes to be raised
for the 1982-83 school year has been approved on the following basis:
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,722,309.00
REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
Unreserved Fund Balance 92,105.00





School Building Aid 8,748.00












Other Federal Sources PL874 1,000.00
Other Sources:
Trans. Frcm Cap. Projects Fund
Trans. Fran Cap. Reserve Fund
Sale of Bonds of Notes






TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 240,145.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 1,482,164.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 1,722,309.00
Lloyd M. Price, Cotitdssioner
HARRINGTON SCHCXDL DISTRICT
SCHEDULE OF SALARIES
FOR THE YEAR EMDED JUNE 30, 1982
Regular Teacher Salaries:
Bernard Mason, Supervising Principal
REPORT OF SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM MANAGAR 101
For the Year Ending Dec. 31, 1982
During this past year I have enrolled as a menber of the New
Haitipshire School Food Service Association so that I can be involved
with first-hand information that effects our program, emd to keep our
program updated.
Last year a breakfast program was introduced at the Harrington
School, and more than 100 students are now participating. Children
come into the cafeteria directly fran their busses, and enjoy eating
a good breakfast in a quiet atmosphere. I'm pleased to see so many
students taking part in this program as we all know the important
effect of a good breakfast and a proper learning environment upon our
students
.
For lunch, students may still choose our salad lunch or the type
of meal that is offered on our daily menu . The salad lunch consists of
a chef salad, a bread product, and milk. During the winter months this
lunch will be changed to a bowl of soup and sandwich with milk. Sixty
-eight percent of the children enrolled in the Harrington Schools part-
icipate every day in the hot lunch program \^ich is prepared from
"scratch recipes" rather than the expensive ready-to-serve products
on the market today. With this method we can control salts, fats, and
unnecessary additives in our children's diets.
In the Elementary School, students may purchase a morning snack
at recess consisting of several choices, such as crackers with peanut
butter, fruit slices, milk, juice, hot cocoa, and yogurt.
Students are preparing class menus with their teachers to help
them understand the importance of eating a well balanced meal. On
these special menu days students may help in preparation and serving
of the meal planned by their class. Also, this year the State of New
Hampshire Food Nutrition Service will cone to the school to videotape
one of these special days to share with other schools in our State.
Seme of the classrooms will be inviting parents to dinner.
Recently the Lunch Program has purchased new serving line equip-
ment for the Elementary School from the Lunch Program funds.
Again this year Mrs. Baron, Special Education teacher, has
stressed career awareness. With the approval of our Principal, Mr.
Bernard Mason, we are continuing our program for these students to work
in the cafeteria preparing and serving meals. Mrs. -Baron feels that
this program has been very beneficial for the students. They have
learned new concepts and responsibilities, and their self-image has
improved with their accomplishments.
I have enjoyed working with the Breakfast and Lunch Programs,
and will continue to attend workshops to inprove and supplanent the
existing programs.
I wish to express thanks to my staff: Mrs. Janet Letendre, Mrs.
Beverly Heffeman, Mrs. Jackie Freeman, Mrs. Pat Minor, Mrs. Sue
Dcmprouski, Mrs. Chris Fogg, and to Mr. Mason and Mrs. Rice for their
assistance and support.
Carmelle Morrison, Lunch Manager
n o 00 oO r-H 00 00





FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1982
REVENUE
Federal Aid - Child Nutrition $ 32,681.00
Local Taxation 200.00
Other Sources - Daily Sales 46,919.01
Total Revenue $ 79,800.01
Additions:
Refunds 1981-1982 $ 48.52
Accts. Receivables 7/1/81 6,128.00 6,176.52
Deletions:
Accts. Receivables 6/30/82 5,390.00
TOTAL GROSS RECEIPTS $ 80,586.53
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HARRINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT TENTATIVE CALENDAR
1983 - 1984
Septatnber through January - 96 days




DecQtiber 26 - January 2











*It should be noted that these two holidays are required to be days
out of school by statute (RSA 288:4)
185 days - 180 days required for instructional purposes.
Other state holidays are February 23, Washington's Birthday
April 23, Fast Day

























J. Letendre, J. Freeman, C. Fogg,



























Members of a joint Title I and Special Education Project
The past year has been an extremely busy one for the Barrington
Schools. Curriculum development and the refinement of instructional
programs have contined to represent a large time coimitment and much
effort by both the faculty and administration. Based on the Science
Research Association ' s achievanent test analysis conpiled by this
Office each year for all school districts, pupil achieverient in Barr-
ington has demonstrated significant increases in Math, Reading and
Language Arts over the past five years. While group achievanent test
scores do not represent the only method of evaluating student achieve-
ment, they do serve as an indicator of what is transpiring in the class-
room. However, according to the achievQi:ient test analysis, Barrington
students are at a level markedly above the National and School Admin-
istrative Units norms. In addition to achievanent test results, there
are other factors that can be reviewed in order to determine the effec-
tiveness of a school systan. Professor Ron Edmonds of the Harvard
Graduate School of Education, and a leader in the research on effective
schooling, has identified five factors v^iich are normally associated
with "effective" schools:
BUILDING LEADERSHIP : The principal displayed strong profession-
al behavior: understood the contribution of teachers to the
school's goals; regularly visited/observed classrooms and made
useful suggestions to inprove instruction.
112
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board and Citizens of the Harrington School District:
As of October 1, 1982, the enrollment in the Barrington Schools was
distributed as follows:
GRADE 1
2. INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP : The adults in the building (e.g.,
parents, teachers, administrators, support staff) were con-
sistent in statements about the school's instructional goals.
They not only understood, but abided by these aims. Consist-
ency anong statoi^ents was more important than the particular
goals named.
3. SCHOOL CLIMATE : Effective schools were attractive, clean,
organized and physically secure with adequate instructional
space. Newness and fanciness of the building were not deter-
mining factors.
4. mPLIED TEACHER EXPECTATIONS : Observers looked only at vAiat
teachers did and not at what they thought or felt. Students
were asked if they thought their teacher expected anyone in
the class to fall below an acceptable level of achievement.
In effective schools, the stixients answered no. Teachers v^o
expected achievement got it.
5. MONITORING SYSTES^ ; Effective schools had a systen for monit-
oring and assessing pupil performance tied to their instruct-
ional objectives. The faculty did not continue practices
v^ich hadn't worked. If achievement data or other feedback
indicated a need for change, they were willing to do it.
I believe the Barrington Schools possess the factors identified
above. Mr. Mason and the Middle School faculty have been working
diligently to implement the Middle School organization and philosophy.
Mrs. Rice and the Elementary faculty have also been devoting much time
and effort to the refinanent and improvorient of what is already a strong
elonentary curriculum. While expectations have been high, the process
initiated several years ago seens to be producing a clearly identified,
well organized curriculum designed to meet the needs of the children.
Programs for talented/gifted students and ccraputer education represent
new areas of endeavor currently being addressed by the faculty and ad-
ministration.
In addition to working with Mr. Mason and Mrs. Rice on instruct-
ional matters, this Office has continued to provide management services
to the school board. This year this process has been a canbination of
discharging the normal responsibilities such as submission of all the
required State reports, supervising building renovations, monitoring
out-of-district special education placanents, etc., and the constant
review of expenditures for cost savings purposes. Through the efforts
of School Administrative Unit personnel, the eight school boards serv--
ed by the Office were able to consolidate their multi-peril insurance
coverage, which resulted in an annual savings of $10,000.00 for each
of the next three years for the taxpayers. Last year, through the
efforts and reccxrmendations of this Office, the School Board Legal
Liability Insurance coverage was consolidated which resulted in an
annual Unit-wide savings of approximately $4,300.00.
As I indicated in this report last year, I realize that the pre-
sent econcmic climate places a lew priority on long-range planning and
identifying the future needs of the system, but I consider it the
responsibility of the Superintendent to keep the needs of the system
in focus. Accordingly, I reconmend that the school district continue
it's tradition of a standing study cortmittee. Seme of the specific
areas v^ich I believe should continue to be reviewed cu:e as follows:
1. The present facilities are at capacity.
2. The District should continue to plan and place an enphasis
on creative and critical thinking skills especially in the
area of math and science.
3. The need for services of an elonentary guidance counselor
should continue to be reviewed, especially in view of the
needs of the special education program.
4. I believe that the school district should continue to explore
the development of a regional high school in conjunction with
the adjacent southern districts of our School Administrative
Unit.
State financial support for local caimunities continues to be a
major issue when discussing school finances and will continue to re-
quire a solution at some point in time. The continuing practice by our
Federal and State Governments of mandating programs, \^ile leaving the,
bulk of the financial responsibilities for these programs to the local
property taxpayer, must be reversed. To underscore that point, Harr-
ington received absolutely no State aid under the foundation aid form-
ula which is supposed to be the State's major financial aid program for
education. If the foundation aid formula had been fully funded, the
Harrington School District would have received the sum of $111,581.93
for the 1981-82 school year. I strongly reccxnnend the Harrington cit-
izens encourage their representatives to seek passage of legislation
at the State level to place the burden of financing mandated programs
on the State through the adoption of a property tax "cap"
.
While improved State financial support would assist the District
address many of the challenges confronting us, our most valuable re-
source is our people. Harrington has a ccsnpetent and dedicated facul-
ty and support staff and two exceptionally fine leaders in Mr. Mason
and Mrs. Rice, for which we should be thankful. On behalf of the child-
ren of the District, I wish to take this opportunity to express my app-





llo For the Year Ending Deceirber 31, 1982
To the School Board and Citizens of the Barrington Sdiool District:
Since school c^Joied in Septenfcer 1982, our ^irollment has in-
creased by 20 students giving us a total enrollmait of 559 students
in Grades 1 through 8 (Elgnentary 259 studoits. Middle 300 students) .
Our Cfjgoing educational goals for the Barrington Schools continue
to reflect upc3ated and ioproved prograras at all levels. The I-Iiddle
School CcgKXSpt is well underway as flexible scheduling, ccranon plan-
ning time and teaciier teams have beoi established. This type of school
organizaticn meets more effectively the individual needs of our young-
sters and provides an atmosphere conducive to learning. Other programs
that are enriching the curriculim at both schools are Jr. Great Books
under the direction of Barbara Hayes, Terry Provencjier, Nancy Ellis
and Pamela Jemiscxi. The Gifted and Taleited programs offer challeng-
ing activities such as Olynpics of the Mind and Ccnputeronics , Math
Their Way, Math a Way of Tluhking, and a pilot program in reading. All
are CHigoing programs at the Elemaitary level. Curriculian study will
continue to be pursued during half-day teacher workshcx>s.
Inprovements at the Middle School have been in two ijtportant
areas, namely the Industrial Arts and library media center. The Ind-
vistrial Arts area has been inoproved by installing heavy duty wiring
and overhead outlets to meet the State Safety requirements. The
library/media center which was aporoved and set vp th-is Fall, continues
to grow as the ntEober of volimes increases. Many loyal supporters have
oontiributed not only sets of encyclopedias, but other resource books
as well as fictican and non-fiction books. The Book Fair that was
soxisored by the BEST and the PIC raised mcxiey for the purdiase of
more boc^cs to be added to the collecticn. We feel, as does our
Sdnool Librarian Mrs. Irene Saunders, that we are moving in the ri^t
directicxi, and that we have taken a positive step in providing ex-
panded library services to all our school children.
The Elementary and Middle Schools are fortunate to have an ex-
cellent support staff to provide for the needs of youngsters with
handicaps and learning disabilities. We also have the services of a
Title I reading teaciier at the Elementary level and a remedial read-
ing teacher at the Middle Sciool.
The staffs at both schools ocntinue to plan and supeirvise many
extra-curricular activities and we are proud of their efforts. The
Middle School students have the c|^»rtunity to participate in inter-
scholastic and intra-Eural athletics, and to take part in dramatic
and musical productions. The Elementary students have the c^^portunity
to participate in seasonal ccxicerts, the gymnastics program, and for
the first time, in intraraural soccer.
Elementary and Middle Scixxjl students are involved in Reading is
FundanEntal (RIF) and Young Authors programs supervised by Mrs. Karen
Schuster and Mrs. Frances Cram. The Schools enjoy the support of the
CCEnunity as evidenced ay the outstanding attendance at Open House,
Ice Cream Staorgasbords , CCancerts and Musical Productions.
\ie are very appreciative of the support given to the Schools by
the people of Barrington. Our thanks to the volunteers who help both
in and out of the classrocm, as well as those v*x) help at special
eveits.
We would like to thank the BEST (Barrington Educators, Students
and Townspeople) Chairperscns Mr. and Mrs. Midnael Clark and their
menfcers for the outstanding ccntributicns to the Elementary School.
Their purchase of listening centers and record players, along with
funding field trips, has added greatly to our programs. Ihe PTC
(Parent Teacher Council) at the I-Iiddle School under the leadership
of Linda Condon, Sandra Lewis, Terry Provencher and Candi Conrad, has
supported dances and rollerskating p?rties for the Middle Sch-ool
students. Special thanks also goes to Jim Parks for the hours he has
given to the Booster Club at the Middle School.
Many people contribute to the overall educational atmosphere of
our Schools. We would like to recognize and thank our highly skilled
and dedicated secretarial, custodial, and cafeteria staffs. We also
wish to thank our School Board menbers Mrs. Rachel Millette, Mr. Larry
Dubois, and Mr. Richard Bottcm for their dedicated service and sincere
interest in the education of the students in Barrington.
To the SAU Administrative team of Supt. Barry Clough, Assistant
Superintendents Leon Worthley and Bernard Davis, and Special Education
Coordinator Paul Cairpelia, our sincere thanks for their continued
guidance and support.
Above all, we wish to recognize and thank the highly professicaial
and dedicated teachers who vork so hard and cooperatively v/ith us to
benefit our students. It is our pleasure to serve the ccmunity of
Barrington. We thank you for your support and coc^)eration, and hc^Je
you will continue to call on us at any time that we can be of service
to you.
Respectfully submitted.
Bernard Mason, Supervising Principal




For the Year Ending Dec. 31, 1982
Riis has been a very exciting and busy year for ray first year in
the Harrington Schools. As school started in September there seemed
to be an unusual amount of illnesses and absenteeisn. Colds, flu and
viruses seeined to take hold way before winter arrived and continued
throughout raost of the year. Stments have had a variety of illnesses
and infections including strep throat, pieumonia, mononucleosis,
scarlet fever, chicken pox, inpetigo, scabies, conjunctivitis, ear
infections and poison ivy.
Due to state budget cuts this year, we were not able to take
throat cultures for Strep throat. In the past this has been a bene-
ficial ser\'ice to our school. Also, there were no Matching Funds for
the Dental Program.
On the second Monday of each month, students were transported to
the Congregational Church for immonizations, sponsored by the Rural
District Health Council. A total of 51 students were given iitmun-
izations. I am pleased to announce that approximately 98 per cent of
all the Elonentary and I-Iiddle school students have been fully immunized.
An average day would bring 10-15 stijdents fron each school to the
health office. Most visits were for minor illnesses or injuries, with
the exception of 12 elementary school students and 8 middle school
students being injured serious enough to seek medical or dental attent-
ion. Injuries included sprains, strains, fractures, lacerations requir-
ing sutures, bruises and loose teeth.
Head lice appeared to be a problem when school started in Sept-
ember, as weekly checks were needed in certain classes in the elemen-
tary school until Christmas vacation. Since returning in January only
a few cases have been found. This year. New Hanpshire had quite a
problan with head lice, including epidemics in certain areas. We were
certainly fortunate to have found the problem early enough to prevent
an epidemic, thanks to the cooperation and concern of most parents.
School health screenings were conducted this year, on all students,
in both the elementary and middle schools. Screenings included, height,
weight, vision, hearing, dental and nutrition. Scoliosis (curvature
of the spine) screening was done on all students at the middle school
and four stixients were referred to their parents for questionable
defects
.
In the Middle School 5 students were found to have vision problems
and 2 had hearing problems. In the Elementary School there were 4
students with vision problems and 6 with hearing problems. These
students were referred to parents for possible correction.
Grades 1-4 participated in the Fluoride Rinse Program sponsored
by the N.H. Bureau of Dental Public Health. All students teeth were
checked by the State Hygienists and all brushed their teeth daily at
school. A fluoride rinse was given once a week. The fourth graders
also learned how to floss their teeth and this was also done daily.
Health teaching was done in both schools through cooperative
efforts of the teachers and School Nurse. Areas covered included
nutrition, hygiene and grooming, disease control and prevention, blood
pressure, growth and development, tobacco,alcohol and drug abuse pre-
vention and a program on VD to the eighth grades.
This year I was able to attend sane excellent workshops
; "The
Latch Key Family", vAiich dealt with single parent homes, the effect
of divorce upon the family and how to cope with this. Ot±ier workshops
included vision and hearing screenings. Drug and Alcohol Abuse and
PIC (Parent Information Center) v^ich deals with services for Parents
of Handicapped Children. I also ccmpleted a 16 week course sponsored
by the Dept. of Education School Health Services, through the Univer-
sity of Colorado. The SNAP (School Nurse Achieveinent Program) was
held at the Laconia State School Training Center. New Hairpshire is
one of four states chosen to participate in this new program. The
program focused on expanding Icncwledge and skills to provide health
care for handicapped children in the areas of learning disabilities,
chronic illnesses, anotional disorders, piiysical handicaps and mental
retardation
.
There were 72 pre-school screenings ccnpleted this year which
included heights, weights, hearing and vision testing. Parents were
interviewed in regard to the childs medical history, need for pre-
school j*iysical, nutrition and required inriunizations
.
I wish to thank parents and faculty of both schools and School
Board members for their cooperation, help and understanding for a very
busy year.
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Library 10,120.00 10,100.00 11,034.00
Patriotic Purposes 450.00 450.00 450.00
DEBT. SERVICE
Princ. Long-Term Ends &
Notes 8,000.00 8,000.00 7,500.00
Int. Exp. -Other Temp.
Loans 20,000.00 29,399.00 35,000.00
Int . Exp . -Long-Term
Notes & Bonds 2,480.00 2,480.00 1,200.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
(Revenue Sharing)
Dept. Service: Principal & Int.
Computer

